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German Paratroops at
the Foot of Aetna

[Translated at the Command and General Staff School,
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, from a German article by
Hans-Georg Schnitzer, war reporter, i“ Volkmckcw
Beobuchter, Berlin, Germany, 16 August 1943.]

As WE FLY on our way toward the south a few
hours after the alert signal, the main question that
occupies our minds is whether we will land or wheth-
er we are to jump.

One has to be a paratrooper to understand the feel-
ing that we call “jumping fe~,er.” Hence the anima-
tion is great when at the first intermediate stop we
receive the order to get ready to jump. We now wrap
the bandages around our feet, put on onr knee pro-
tectors, check our weapons once agai~, and carefully
distribute the contents of our pockets, not for the
purpose of balance but in order to know later exactly
whew to grab for the hand grenades, the first aid
kit, and above all, for our cigarettes.

The discussion of the operation takes us into the
dinil,g room of the airport along with our transport
creus. The group commander gives exact orders for
the ,pproach, landing point, height at which the
junl t. is to be made, and tbe take off. There then re-
sou)~1~over tbe broad field the order which has a very
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.! significance to the paratroopers: “To the air-
,.,

m the dust a@ roar of the flying field, we again
lto the sky, assemble in group columns, and in
ormations start un our way to Sicily. Flying
Ie smoking crater of Vesuvius, we take our de-
e from continental Europe, and look ahead
,nother volcano, Aetna, shows up out of the
,re of the flashing sea on the other side of the
of Messina. From its base rises the smoke of

‘g cities and villages. We see one great bomb
after another along the highways. Many things
o be awaiting us here! But we have PO more
‘hr reverie. We hear tbe order, “C,et ready !
t on our steel helmets, rise to our feet, and
he release cord ready. Again we hear the or-
tead~ to jump !“ The first man steps into the
ort. Pressed close together, we stand breast

“Out !“ In a few seconds the plane is empty.
eds of paracbnte troops are floating down to
By the time the first have reached the ground,

,fter flight and group after group of planes are,

roaring in. The plain alongside a railway line is filled
with tbe roar of motors—uritil finally the air be-
comes quiet.

A few hours later we have reached the area desig-
nated to us. We are to take over the left sector of the
front, along. the sea. We receive our baptism of fire
in Sicily from naval artillery and low flying planes.
Aside from that tbe enemy leaves us alone the first
day. But he makes up for it in the night. We are jnst
changing our position when we observe small d~rk
objects moving toward tbe land from under the de-
fensive fire of an enemy naval formation which is
cruising off the shore and which is being attaeked,by
German fighter planes.

Scarcely are the assault troops under way to meet
this threat to our flank by the hostile landing boats
when a low humming sound causes us to look upward.
We see shadows detaching themselves from the dark
silhouette of a plane, shadows which we know only
too well—paratroops. While machine after machine
unloads this dangerous freight over our heads we pre.
pare for defense in all directions. The night is tilled
with many short but violent battles. When mot-ning
dawns we have not slept a wink, but we have put out
of action not only the enemy forces who landed by
boat but also those arriving hy parachute. However,
at the same time, the enemy, because of superiority in
tanks and heavy weapons, has succeeded in breaking
into our position on the right. Since he has also made
landings to the rear of us, we, along with our regi.
ment, are completely surrounded. We have no heavy
weapons of any sort and are faced with the danger
of being run down by enemy tanks when daylight
comes. Now it is up to us to act quickly. Tbe com-

/

mander f the regiment, Lieutenant Colonel Heil-
mann, d tides to break his way through the enemy’s
lines during the night. When the moon rises the whole
regiment starts off in a file formation to effect a
breakthrough. Marching silently, we move back
through the coastal plain, expecting to be attacked by
the enemy at any moment. But hour after hour passe6
without a shot being fired. When, at about 0400, we
pass through a canyon-like gorge and come out into a
valley, the cry suddenly comes from up ahead,.’’Ene-
my tanks !“ Like a flash the leading company rushes
up onto the railway embankment to the ‘left of the
highway. The whole column comes to a halt. Finally, a
tense silence settles over us. Then we can hear the
whole valley filled with the rattle of numberless tank
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tracks. The enemy’s route of advance is 800 meters
away frOm us, Since the sun mnst SOOII rise and be.

cause of the heavy massing of enemy forces, we can.
not risk a breakthrough. The commander decides to
hide the regiment under the dense foliage of an
orange grove until dawn. When the sun rises we learn ‘
just what our situatirru is. From the buildings belong-
ing to the grove we are able to observe that we are
located in an enclosed \,alley, that the enemy is ocrm-
pying the hills around us, and that only 150 meters
f ram us in the ad,joini ng grove there is an Euglish
encampment.

To be ready for all emergencies, we dig in in the
soft earth under the trees. Yet we have not entirely
escaped the eyes of the enemy, Probably he has
CaUght sight of our water carriers, for on two occa-
sions we are fired on. However. he apparently believes
us to lw only a few stragglers unworthy of action of
any considerable magnitude. Twice our hopes of get-
ting out of this circular valley sink almost to the zero
point. For’ every time that things get quiet we again
think that we ave discovered, and the enemy would
need to call on only a few of the tanks that have been
rolling over the highway the whole day long in order
to run us out. Although during the long night we have
brought along our weapon containers and some 70
prisoners, we know that we will have to leave all be-
hind for the coming night as they will hinder MN.

movements. We therefore bury our weai>on contain.
ers, radio apparatus, and everything else that w,e
cannot carry. The prisoners are left behind in tbe
orange grove buildings under the guard of a slightly
wounded man.

The main problem for the second night of the
breakthrough is how’ to get across the route of ad-
vance. We plan to attempt to slip through nnder some
viaduct-]ike bridges without being detected by the
bridge guards. W’e wade a river whose water is
breast deep, then sta~t off in tbe di~ection of the
bridge. The leading battalion and the regimental
headquarters are already on the other side when we
are suddenly tired on f rorn above. Now there is j tist
one chance for us, and that is to escape over the
highway. Our whole battaliml, un~er the fire of a
tank which is just coming up outo the bridge, again
plunges into the river, and rushes up the slope on the
other side and across the highway before other tanks
have time to block our’ way. Then we wheel to
the right and dive down again into the gorge. Vlhile
we hurry along, part of the time under cafer of a
dense growth of rushes a~:d brusb, part of the time
in the opelt in the moonlight, the enemy ke~us firing
down on us from armored scouting cars. Howtver,
most of the time he fires too high. Finully he loses
our trail as we turn off into an adjoining gorge which
leads us up onto a barren mountain ridge. (h the
other side we march along a raihvay track, assemble
at a deserted railway station, and a few minutes later
make our way into a tunnel some two kilometers in
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length. Here the seconds seem like minutes to uq r.s

we stumble along with burning feet and in complete
darkness over the ballast, ties, switches, and great
pieces of rock. Finally, when we are again out fir the
open, the report comes back from up ahead that we

are not yet through the enemy’s lines. Again we me
obliged to hurry as fast as possible so as to be able to
hide before daylight arrives. At the edge of a former
German flying field the regiment slips down into a
ditch filled with s growth of rushes. The headqrrar-
ters personnel occupy the tents of the ground person-
nel which are camouflaged as straw stacks. We re-
main here until the night again passes, for enemy
tanks and armored scouting cars are rolling past not
far from us. Once a few of our men wbo had careless.
Iy ventured as far as a house are fired on. Again we
think we have been discovered and that W.e~il] Soon
be attacked by larger forces, but the night comes on
again without our being further hindered in our
advance.

In the rear of our fire-spitting front we make our
way across tbe coastal plain toward the mountains.
And we are led so skilfully on this trip that the first
shot we hear is that of a German sentry. Onr fh-~t
thought after crossing om. own line is to get some
sleep, Our legs dragging with weariness, we drop to
the ground under the trees of an orange hedge. Only
on the next day in the rest camp, when hour after
hour more of our scattered comrades, who have beerr
breaking their way through alone, join us, do we
give vent to our joy over the success of our operation
and our happiness in seeing one another again. A
few kilometers behind the main line of defense the
divisional commander, Lieutenant General Hejdrjch,
congratulates us in a regimental assembly. Then once
more Lieutenant Colonel Heilmann steps out in front
Of us and draws the conclusion from the events of ~he
last few days: “There is no situation so hopeless that

it cannot be mastered by bold action.” With tlms in
mind, the regiment returns to the battle.

.—

The Aviation Commander in Combat
[Translated at the Command and .Geneml Staff SC4,001,

Fort Leavenworth, Kan?as, from s Russian a.mcl.: by
Lieutemmt Crdonel N, Denisov, Soviet Army, in X wz-
nurla zt%ezdn 3 October 1942.]

SUCCESS in combat depends much On the skil, of
the commander in correctly selecting a place for
himself from which it is most convenient to g-~ide
the activities of his subordinates. This situation ap-
plies to all kinds of troops, including aviation. TO
be sure, it is applicable to aviation only with the

consideration of a very important detail: the ‘,lm-

mander has to direct combat botb in the air wrd

from the ground. When the commander of a fighter

unit is on the ground, he does not directly take part

in the combat. At times he may not even see how’
the battle is developing, a thing which is absolrrtelY
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unthinkable, for example, for the commander of an
infantry regiment. However, even on the ground he
can influence the course of activities developing in
the air. In the first place, his will is expressed in
the combat order which the fliers are carrying out.
In the second place, using radio, he can follow tbe
course of combat from the ground, put new forces
into action, give orders for withdrawal from battle,
and so on. For commanders of bomber and attack

air units these possibilities are still greater.

In aviation it is necessary to count on the presence
of these two possible variants of combat command:
from tbe ground and in the air. Which of these
\wm’iants is more expedient? The decision here de-
pends on a multitude of factors. First of all ii is
necessary to keep in mind the branch to which the
gi~ren commander belongs. The commander of a
large air unit is one thing, the commander of a
smaller unit or espadrille is another. The character
of the task and its importance,,also has significance.
It is necessary, in addition, to consider such a factor
as the degree of preparedness of the flying person-
nel departing for a combat flight. One thing is in-
crmtestable: the possibilities of direct influence on
the course of combat activities frmn the ground are
always limited. For this reason many aviation com-
manders, called upon to guide directly the activities
of their subordinates in combat, must accomplish
command largely in the air.

Thus the question of the place of command, on the
ground or in the air, must not be approached super-
ficially. It is self-evident that any air unit, having
been assigned its combat mission, fulfills that mis-
sion even in case the commander is not along. But

very often the commander’s personal participation

m Ihe battle is a basic prerequisite of success.

1I, one instance fifteen light bombers took off from

on, irdrome of the western f rent. Captain Menyaev,

cor mander of the unit, remained on the ground.
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r some time five planes returned. This group bad
lntered a very complicated situation. In the
of ita activities the fire of hostile antiaircraft
,WS was especially dense. Here, besides the bold-
,}f the crews, still greater skill was needed, and,

~rticular, experience in maneuver against bos-
ntiaircraft. The leader of this group bad not
!ed his problem adequately. Hearing his report,
jmmander decided to await the landing of the
planes. Upon their return a number of other

,~ of the situation became clear, such as ‘fre-
encounters with hostile fighters and deteriorat-
eather in the area of the objectives.

~ leader returned from this mission not with-
)me success, but from tbe unit as a whole in.
lrably more was demanded. It was cooperating’
ground troops, and already at the very be-

!Zhiy Ig of the ac{i~nthis cOOp~ration broke down.
It Ii .? necessary to correct the situation. The ground
trO,,\ nee~ed immediate a~sistan~e from the air.

Captain Menyaev organized a second flight, chang-
ing the route and elevation of flight somewhat.- The
same officer was designated as the leader, the com-
mander again staying on the ground. The seoond
flight also could not be considered ”satisfaetory. Only
on the third run did the unit successfully accom-
plish its mission.

Did the commander act correctly in remaining on
tbe ground both times? Several very important cir-
cumstances connected with the ground service, the
preparation of equipment, and t,he working out of
further actions demanded the presence of the com-
mander on the field. Thus it is possible in tbe first
instance that he remained because of extreme neces-
sity, although he must have known bow tense was
the situation in the air. As to the second time, it
seems that there cannot be twd+ opinions. For the
air commander engaged in cooperation with ground
units there is nothing more important than the inter-
ests of the general combat. The commander’s duty
was to bead the unit personality on the second flight,
no matter how urgent matters at the field. Every-
thing indicated that the situation called for great
skill and the mastery of a leader. How soukf the
commander calmly stay on the ground when he knew
that the results of tbe first tlight were unsatis-
factory? In each individual instance the situatiqn
dictates where the commander should be: in the air,
on the field, or at an observation post of the higher
commander. It is necessary to remember that, being
in tbe air all tbe time, the air commander may turn
into a line pilot, and on the other hand, by directing
all combat from the ground he ceases to be an air
fighter. But the role of the air commander who,
having lost his function as a flier, ceases to be an
air fighter is unenviable.

Can the commander of fighters have absolute au-

thority among bis pilots if be does not lead them
into the battle himself ? He cannot! But does this
mean that he must go UP in the air at every air
alarm signal ? Not at all. Only tbe situation in each
individual case prompts the cor;ect decision.

The commander of a bomber or assault regimeht
should approach his job in this manner: If the regi-
ment is engaged in a single massed thrust, the place
of the commander is in one of tbe active groups of
aircraft. While in the air he will command tbe whole
combat formation by radio. In case the situatitm
becomes complex, he will at once make a decision,
lead the planes to the objective, and strike it. If
the work of the bombers or assault planes is planned
so that they fall on the enemy in echelon, in small
groups, then quite possibly it is more expedient for
the commander to stay on the ground. Being at t’he
field, he will direct the flights of tb’e units, striving
for the continuity of their action against the eneaiy.

The air commander organizing a; flight must de-
cide for himself where he should be. The one who
correctly combines the duties of both the commander
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and the flier acts in the interest of the battle as a
whole. Wherever this commander may be, in the
air, on the ground, or in the combat formations of
ground troops, his unit must always feel firm lead.
ership and unsweiwing direction, especially in de.
cisive stages of the “battle.

—.. -— —

Improving Artillerg Observation
[Translatedatthe Command and Gemral StaffSchool,
Fo,t Le. wnwomb, I$anmt fl om a German a, twle by
Captain I.ehma”n IN A, td!r!zst,wlw Rwd.xlmu Jhly
1943. ]

ACCORDING to the principles laid down in Army
Regulations tbe battaliou commander is responsible
for the choice of observation posts, but attention is
also called to the fact that it is the dnty of every ar-
tillery commander to improce the condition of obser.
vation. Tbe following example, from the summer
campaign of 1941 in Russia, illustrates the success
that can be achie~red by shifting au observation post

as the l-esu It of a decision by the battery commander.

In July 1941 a division from lower Saxony was
west of Zhlobin (not on sketch) warding off attacks
hy Russians from the Dniep . bridgehead. After a
series of engagements whit t were very Coxry for
both sides, the enemy occ[l~ied positions facing our
regiment about as hhown i!] FiSure 1. Positions of

FIGURE 1

the enemy north of H iII 141 could not be observed
from the German side since they were covered on
the north and west by a rise, “a,” and on the south
and southwest by Hill 141. From these well-organized
positions the enemy attacked frequently aud violently
in a westerly direction. Ile finally succeeded in cap-
turing the vitlage north of the small stream.

On account of the topography, artillery support of
our own defense and attacks was possible only
through employment of advanced observers. In or-
der to ~et away from the crowded condition of the
observation posts on the hill south of the stream and
to increase the effectiveness of his fire, the command.
er of the right battery decided to seek a more suitable
observation post for his own use. He found a favor.
able place between our own forces and the regiment
about two kilometers to our right. From the tip of a
narrow strip of woods in an elevated position, it was
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possible to look down on the flank and rear of tlie
enemy north of Hill 141. It was also possible to ~,et
a good view of traffic into and out of the positions a,:d
to obtain a view of the enemy’s supply routes and ]a-
stallations. The place had two disadvantages, bow.
ever—longer connections and lack of protection hy
one’s own infantry. The observation post was tra]w
ferred to this new location upon the battery com-
mander’s decision, sanctioned afterward by the bid.
talion commander. At the battery commander’s re-
quest the position of the right company of the infan.
try battalion was extended to the east, and a group
WaS attached to tbe battery as a securing force for the
observation post. Organization of the post was car.
ried out at night with great caution and speed (see
Figure 2). A communications trench was dug clear to

FIGL.RE2.

the tip of the strip of woods, which measured only ten
meters across and consisted of a dense growth of
pines about four meters high. Holes were dug for
tbe observer, the telephones, and the messenger. All
excavations were carefully camouflaged. Tbe posi-
tion was secured against surprise attacks by me:~ns
of trip wires connected with hand grenades and
booby mines. The division quickly learned of the
favorable position and the improved obser~,atio]wd
possibilities of the new pust, and it was visited by
many commanders and general staff officers who de-
sired to observe tbe terrain and the habits of the
enemy. In order to escape- the danger of discov,,ry
by the enemy, the connecting trench was extended 1,IK
into the sparse growth of tall trees; and a screen ,, is
coristructed of sixty pine trees some three or f,,,w
meters in height.

Effects obtained through tbe use of this obser J-
tion post soon resulted in considerable relief for : he
infantry. By means of tbe battation’s concentra d
fire laid down on the Soviet positions north of } Ill
141, it was possible to break up all preparations m
attack hy the enemy; and it was also possible LO e-
capture the viilage north of the small stream. TI ee
enemy batteries were destroyed by means of obser ,,d
fire, two others were forced to change their positi,, ,s,
and an enemy ammunition dump was discovered Id
set on fire by artillery shells.

And so the decision of the battery commander L re
its fruits and laid the foundation for successful Je-
fense of the division and for its later attacks.
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jf~ 5ile Columns

[D&ested at the Command and General Statl School,
Fart Leavenworth, Kansas, from an article by Major
RIPleY Webb, M.C., Indian Army, in tbe A vmv Quar-
terly (Great Britain ) MaY 1943.1

‘ I: WESTERN EUROPE we are likely to see operations

ag>~IIst what the Prime iMinister has called the ‘i~oft
undwbelly” of the Axis together. possibly with a more
diri>t’t assault, Sooner or later there will be oper.
ations iu Burma and the Far East. In any of these
tbe:lters of war there will be from time to time a
‘demand for self-contained columns, hard-hitting,
fast-moving, and often forming part of an elastic
system of penetration of enemy territory that does
not favor a general advance on a broad front, or
alternatively for cooperation in a general advance
by a rapid occupation of strategic points or destruc-
tion of enemy communications.

Whatever type of operations we envisage there will
arise a need for columns of fighting troops able to
tray el far and fast, and if necessary to fight to attain
their objective without prospect of immediate suP-
port. It will therefore be of value to consider how
and to what extent such columns can be organized,
tmimxl, and employed.

The organization of the column will be dependent
upo]l the nature of the country. In open country,
wbel e enemy armor may be expected, the column
will probably comprise a core of artillery with medi-
um fm}ks and mobile infantry to exploit and protect
its 8( t ion. In enclosed country lack of observation
may rob the guns of some of their value, while in
mou!)tainous country the howitzer alone is of real
use !! IIile tanks lose their mobility. The column or-
gmu,., tion must therefore be tlexible.

In :he employment of mobile columns dispersion
will I)C the dominant factor. Everything will be
strel led to its utmost--control, communications,
SUPI t, supply, and maintenance. To counteract this—.
a hi)
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degree of initiative, self-reliance, and etticl-
111be demanded from the more junior leaders,
rouping of formations and units must be flex-
training and ingenuity can make it. Success
lend upon speed aud determination, both in

and action, which will in turn depend upon
11 experience and training to the point of
ss in such matters as march discipline and
maintenance.
,.a] M~~tg~mery has emphasized that the

wing of big forces must be conditioned by the
~tion. Yet it is probable that under certain
ns direct air support, especially at the outset,
e again be attenuated. Airdromes will, in the
stages, be few and far between, and fighters
.estricted by distance. So in our training we
well to rely upon carefully planned passive

nse rather than upon a large measure of di-
Support.

As regards the organization of a self-contained
column, everything will of course depend upon the
terrain. It may be an armored column in the trueSt
sense of the term, with armored cars, medfum tanks,
self-propelled guns and other hard-hitting elements,
backed up by infantry in armored vehicles. Such a
column would be capable of thrusting far ahead of an
advancing army and seizing points of paramount im-
portance or destroying the communications, of the
forces attacked. The Russians have developed this
technique with great success. In such a case the
column might be formed from components of an ar-
mored division. It seems that each case must be
jndged on its merits, and no hard and fast rules can
be made as regards organizationa. Odd things hap-
pen. For example, tanks have their uses in mountain
warfare while infantry may turn the, scale in the
desert. The tactical handling in either case will b
very different but the principles of organization and
employment will be similar. Whether tbe striking
power lies in armor or infantry, it is very desirable
that an existing formation headquarters should b
utilized for the means of command and control of the
larger columns. Improvised headquarters, Iacking
such essentials as signals, clerical statf, etc., are never
satisfactory. With a mobile column operating on an
attenuated line of communications it will be even
more necessary to have every possible assistance i
control and administration.

On the other hand it will be found that actual com
mand while on the move must be exercised on the
simplest possible system. It is at the head of the
column that things will happen, and b&-e that de
cisions must be taken that should not be.delegated t
a subordinate officer. The column commander wh
waits for information to come back to him will soon
find himself in trouble. Of all things be himself mus
be a go-getter.

Remembering the length of our column, anything
up to thirty or forty miles, we must be very careful i
arranging the order of march for the day. Once th
march has started this order can rarely be altered.
On the information available at the time and the ob
ject to be attained, the commandeq must decide jns
what type of weapons be wants near the head of h
column. It may be artillery, it may be Army Track
it maybe explosives. In any case it will nearly always
be advantageous to have some guns very ‘near th
head. It will be his aim to keep away from the hea
of the column every vehicle that is redundant.

Traffic control is of paramount importance in suc
maneuvers and the units responsible for this compre
hensive duty must be versatile in their accomplish-
ments. They must be able to sort out hopeless look
ing jams, sidetrack refugees, shepherd lost vehicle
and units, and be traveling encyclopedias of infor
mation. Only the best of personnel should be selected
for this work and the training must be wholly imagi
native. It is easy to miss turnings when using i
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defined tracks and a posse of tratlic control men

should always be near the head of the column so that
men can be dropped to indicate the route, or other-
wise mark it. Cohesion will be found another diffi-
culty. If march discipline is not good, units or de-
tachments will bec~me separated. On one occasion a
battalion commander sailed away in Italian territory
under the impression that he bad a whole battalion
and a troop of artillery following him. In reality he
was backed by no more than ten lorry loads of troops.
The remainder had not seen the signal to advanc~

Nm.t the loads. An officer deputed to comrnaud
such a colnmn will be wise to consider the prospects
and in certain cases see whether he cannot leave be-
hind some of his equipment or administrative details,
either at a depot or to be sent on later. Our column
will have to carry far more petrol, water, ammuni-
tion, and food than normal loads allow for, so that
either some equipment must be left behind or extra
vehicles provided, ICvery added lorry means more
exposure to the air and more petrol, etc., to be taken.
Theoretical planning is aot enough, only practical
experience will show what is essential and what is
redundant.

Communications will always be ditficult and maps
often at fault or nonexistent. The training should
include much work on strange country without maps.
Wireless still leaves something to be desired in
wooded or mountainous country. A high ridge can
cut communication completely between low-powered
sets while tropical country often provides the unex-
pected in the way of “blind spots” in which neither
transmission nor reception is possible. In this type
of warfare the liaison officer will often prove the most
reliable means of communication for important or-
ders and information.

Adequate reconnaissance @ essential to a swift-
moving attenuated column with its long, vulnerable
flanks. In the mountains air reports are apt to be
misleading not only concerning enemy movements
but topographically. The accustomed sectional. ele-
vation from the viewpoint of ground troops is turned
to plan when seen by the pilot, and as anyone who has
had experience of this type of country will know,
features can be reported quite different Iy by ground
and air. The tricks that can be played upon you by
false crests and under features that are almost in-
visible until you reach them, have to be experienced
to be believed.

The quality of the leader is more than et,er of im-
portance in this advance of long-tiailed columns, In
the leader of today we look for a vivid sense of imagi-
nation controlled by cold reason. This is well exem-
plified in General Montgomery’s handling of the
North African offensive. When we look at the bleak
prospect that must have faced him at El Alamein,
and at the sam~ time realize that to reach the culmi-
nating success at Tripoli, each step of that forward
move with its intricate administrative planning muet
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have been foreseen and allowed for, it is clear that

he must have used his imagination to the full. 1 here
are many examples earlier in this war where e, en~
showed that we failed to use any imagination at all,
It is equally fatal to let our imagination run :Iway
with us as it appears Hitler did in his disastrous Cau.
casian adventure. But controlled by reason it mm be
a wonderful servant and a valuable reconnoitering
unit. Imagination can form a beam which will I)ierce
the fog of war and operate behind the enemy’s lines,
laying the foundation for subsequent advance.

Our column commander, then, must use his inlagi-
nation freely. IIe must know his country and be able
to assess the value of the reports he receives. He will
learn, too, to gauge the nature of the opposition he
encounters. Nothing is more mortifying than to dis-
cover too late that a handful of men with a few aute.
matics and a pack gun have been holding up your
column and forcing it to deploy. Only experience
based on careful training will obviate this. The lsad.
ers of such columns will find themselves acting on tbe
barest of orders. It is desirable, therefore, th~t the
superior commander should get to know his enlumn
leaders far better than would be necessary in ordi.
nary operations. He must know their capabilities
whale they must know his mind, his object, bis ideas
on its attainment. They must know too his resources,
the nature of the support they may expect in given
circumstances. But above all they must know their
airmen.

Good leadership will be dependent upon a good in-
telligence system. In no campaign has intelligence
proved of such paramount importance as in the West-
ern Desert. Mobile columns will again and again be
employed to fight for information or to obtain it
from far behind the enemy’s forward positions. In
a modern war of fast movement and unexpected situ-
ations there is no time for leisurely weighing up of
considerations. Intelligence regarding enemy 10Ca-
tions, equipment, morale, leadership, and organiza-
tion, together with topographical knowledge, must
be collated and minutely examined before au ope~
ation, and deductions must be prepared beforehand.
These will of course be amended as reports come in,
but when you consider the conflicting factors )f type
of country related to enemy organization, enemy
morale related to obstacles, enemy equipment elated
to our own equipment, and then speed everyt! ng UP
to sudden unexpectedness, it is eaey to see thst luring
operations there is no time for pondering ov ‘ pro’s
and con’s. It must all be ready beforehand, fo never
was there mor. need for the staff to be able ,0 PT*

vide immediate and potted information of tk’ \ kind
for a commander who is called upon to take quick
decieion upon which may depend success or :ailu~
of at least a part of his superior commander ; Plan.

A “tankable” map will be prepared of course ::s soon
as the probable theater of operations is ‘.nOWn,
Shaded areas will show country impassable to ar-
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m .ed fighting vehicles and the tactical implications
Of his factor will then stand out in immediate relief.

Ye now have some data uport which the training
al’ woops likely to be employed in mobile columns
m, y be based. Other factors will occur to the mind
at the officer planning the training. .Much attention
is mw being paid to battle training including the
cn,ssing of water obstacles.

There is no doubt that our pre-war training lost
moth from our tendency to use set-piece schemes de-
signed to bring out stereotyped lessons. Itwas rare

indeed that the unexpected happened or that junior
commanders w“ere faced with sudden dire emergeu.
ties. We are learning now that we cannot have too
ml]ch imagination in our training. Especially will
this be the case with columns of the type vw are Con-

r,idc ring.

The mobile fighting column may be employed on
various occasions. In the assaults upon Kursk,
Kharkov, and Stalingrad, the Russians used such col-
umns far behind the battle front to interrupt the
enemy’s communications and to aid in masking the
point v here the real threat was to develop. The value
of modern armor lies largely in its ability to strike at
any unexpected point by reason of its great mobility.
It is therefore relatively easy on a wide front in suit-
able terrain, to pierce the front at some unexpected
point sufficiently to let an armored column through.
This column, operating M conjunction with a major
asmi)lt in the neighborhood, can then profit by tbe
gem%d tie-up of reserves and accomplish its mission.
It wdl be bounded by its limit of self-sufficiency
whirh can be increased by raiding enemy depo~s or
by HIt air supply system as the Germans did when in-
vad ]I)K Poland. In this way the enemy can be fore-
stillk,d upon an objective, kept guessing as to the di-
recf :,)]] of an attack, or weakened by losses and sever-
ing ,~‘wmmunications, never so important as during
a m or operation, Thus his mind becomes confused
an,l ,:is morale shaken. Though the German is stub-
bol n defense and is not easy to dislbcate, once that
dis! ,tion is complete he finds it difficult to regain
cob lun. This is an attribute worthy of exploitation
am! e mobile column provides the means. It is a
W?, .!] with which the enemy’s arteries can be eev-
ere, t a criticai moment, while its use is obvious
aft, t major defeat has been inflicted upon the ene-
my ~ a time when our own administration is
Str. ~d, armored formations are not available, and
ma forces cannot be got on tbe move sufficiently
rap , to interfere with his withdrawal at that fleet-
ing .ment when it can be turned into a rout. The
mul column may make all the difference but it
mu IC~cady, it must be trained and prepared and
equ od for its tack.

1, not suggested that there should be special
tro~ for this duty. There are no great difficulties
nor usual demands upon the troops. But there are
a gl t many details that need training and exper-

ience if undue delay aud less efficiency are to be
avoided. It must not be thought that such columns
as these are to be limited to the role of strong offep.
sive patrols which can fight for information or per-
form other tasks contributory to, but subordinate to,
the main effort. Such an armored column will be part
of the main effort as the operations in Rnssia have
shown. Communications and equipment have become
so vital to the modern army that its defeat is not only
to be obtained through an asssult on its main posi-
tions. To strike at its communications snd at the
same time envelop tke main force, as a prelude to
more leisurely reducticu with the aid of heavy artil-
lery, ha&been found a much more economical method.

These are some of the factors that are going to in-
fluence our tactics during the remaining campaigns
of this war, with the emphasie upon tbe striking
power of the offensive column. The main essentials
of such a column are cohesion and mobility giving
the power to punch hard, made possible by a high
degree of skill in maintenance and road discipline,
together with the -ability to travel hard and light,
careful organization in accordance with the nature
of the task considered in relation to the terrain, the
go-getter insti net implanted in every one, good recon-
naissance, sound intelligence and power of deduction,
with a high degree of initiative, the whole being par-
ented by training and experience. The experience
may be limited to what can be obtained in Iocal con-
ditions in training areas but practical e~erience
there must be. It will be realized that we are assem-
bling a machine every whit as dependent upon its
components as is the aircraft moving in the fourth
dimension. If one component is weak the efficiency
of the whole is threatened. So that, given the leader-
ship of such a column, a commander will be wise to
set about his task on the Iinee indicated, never satis-
fied until he bas trained and tested KIS troops in every
likely capacity nor until he has. built up that spirit of
a corporate body which will be h]e standby when the
last ounce of punch is needed to bring him success.

———

German Tank Tactics in Russia

[Translated at the Command and General Staff School,
Fort Leavenworth, K.nsas, from a RIIssmI artmle by
Lieutenant Colonel M. Znbkov, Soviet Army, in Krm-
naua Zwzda 20 April 1943.]

FROM the very start of the war, the German com-
mand has tried to use tank units in mase for the exe-
cution of deep penetrations. Right up to the winter
of 1941-42, wherever the Germans op&ated, the ac-
tion of all types of truops was attuned to what the
armored forces did. Tanks fought in a compact mass
and were not usad for infantry support. This doss
not mean that tanks fought without infantry, but
infantry was motorized; it was the tanks’ own in-
fantry.

Great German losses on the Soviet front c~used jts
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infantry to wersken even in the winter of 1941-42,
mrd it was unable to carry out any tasks inrlependent-
Iy. Then, crmtrary to its own doctrine, the German
eomrnand began to attach small numbers of tanks to
infantry divisions. These tanks were to clear the
path for the infantry.

In the winter of 1942-43, after suffering great de-
feats, the Germans began to disperse their tanks still
more, attaching them to large infantry units. Masses
of tanks hitherto gathered in a compact group were
dissipated. At some pIaces, for example at StaIib-
grad, the Germans tried to accomplish something in-
termediate: they organized offensive armored groups
which quickly shifted to the threatened sector of the
front. But, at any rate, we did not see any massed
use of tanks by the enemy prior to his counterattacks
in the L1kraine.

Toward the end of the second year of war the Ger-
mans not only had abandoned their previous organ-
ization of tank units, but even introduced tanks into
the organization of their motorized regiments.

The highest unit of the German armored force is
the tank army. The smallest unit capable of perform-
ing operative tasks is the armored division. The
Germans use tank divisions for the accomplishment
of the following missions: breakthrough of a Pro-
tective screen; prompt occupation of decisive sectors
and points important for further conduct of fighting;
sudden attack on moving units: attack on a sector
not completely prepared for defense: attack along a
narrow front on a prepared defense. The chief task
of the tanks is the development and exploitation of
success in the defensive rear and in the area of op-
eration.

Attacks are usually undertaken by tank regiments
consisting of about 200 tanKs, according to their
tables of organization. They operate in mass, organ-
izing combat formations in two or three echelons.
If a tank regiment attacks in two echelons, the first
is made up of two tank battalions: the second, of one.
The second echelon follows the first and has the task
of developing the former’s success. Antitank artil-
lery advances with the secorrd echelon.

As formerly, the tanks during attack carry on in-
tensive fire intended primarily for psychological
effect and are accompanied by planes which try to
pin the defenders down. For this purpose hostile
planes endeavor to remainlover the battlefield as long
as possible. They do not drop their bombs all at
once, but at intervals. Between these bombings the
planes dive and strafe with their machine guns.

Our units have frequently encountered all these
enemy methods and have taken necessary measures
for repulsing massed tank attacks. These measures
include, first of all, massing and deep echeloning of
antitank weapons (primarily artillery ), and second-
ly, utilization both of mobile antitank reserves for
combating hostile tanks which have broken through
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and of strong tactical reserves for combating Gt r.
man motorized troops.

For successful repulse of reamed enemy tank ~t.
tacks, reconnaissance is of great importance. Ii must
determine exactly where the enemy is assembling ior
the attack. It is important to anticipate the German
plan and make preparations for the encounter in
that sector where the enemy intends to accomplish
the breakthrough. For this purpose it is essential to
follow attentively the tactical regrouping and con-
centrations of the enemy troops with the aid of all
means of reconnaissance.

The Germans try to inflict blows on the flanks and
at junctions of our units. As soon as a concentration
of tanks is noticed it is necessary immediately to
undertake corresponding measures. A whole system
of antitank-defense strongpoints with fire organized
on the basis of mirtual support must be prepared in
the threatened sector. For mutual security of flanks,
antitank-defense etrongpoints should be echeloned in
depth. This results in the creation of firepockets into
which hostile tanks fall and are subject to fire from
two sides.

It should be emphasized that, in alI cases, success-
ful repulse of hostile tank attacks depends entirely on
the stubbornness and firmness of our troops. In the
German army ail sorte of troops are used for sup.
porting the tanks. If the defenders, disregarding

enemY a~’iation, concentrate all available fire on the
tanks and cut off tbe infantry with rifle and machine-
gun tire, then tbe enemy attack will surely fail. Dur-
ing a tank attack, under no circumstances should
fire be diverted or part of the infantry shifted for
action against tbe planes supporting the tanks. This
is the job of the antiaircraft artillerymen and the
tighter planes. For artillery, antitank rifles, and
mortars, there is only cme objective—the tanks.
However thickly German planes circle above them,
antitank elements must concentrate only on tanks.

Recent battles have demonstrated that our units
kndw from the beginning how to crack and sn.ash
German tank wedges. Good reconnaissance and de-
tailed aerial photography, repeated several tiles,
always disclose where the enemy intends to de’ ver
his tank thrust. After this becomes known, is
necessary to act with precision and speed. In or an-
izing antitank strongpoints it is necessary to tal. all
precautions in guarding against flanking manet ere
by hostile tanks.

It is possible, of course, that the enemy will n : be
successfully stopped at the forward edge. In ‘his
case be must be absolutely ground down am de-
stroyed by our units in the defensive rear. f3ner etic
and violent counterattacks by mobile antitani re-
serves against the flanks of the enemy who I we
broken through wiR Iead to the deeired result.

It must be observed that, having suffered de <eat,
combat organization of the German armored livi-
sion breaks dowu very quickly. In order to corr ,oen-
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sa for the lost forces. the Germans attach some
m s Of the defeated division to another armored
dl sion or even to infantry units.

I defense the Germans likewise assign an impor-

ts t role to their tanks, using them in small groups
in lose cooperation with infantry and other types of
tr I )Ps. These groups are intended for counterat-
ta, k. But it should be said that when they encounter
tb! antitank artillery accompanying our attacking
int’antry, enemy tanks usually roll back as soon as
th,~ foremost machines are hit. The Germans try to
counterattack against the flanks.

Some of the damaged and non-repairable tanks are
dug’ into the earth by the defending enemy and are
USN] as immobile pill boxes. It is best to outflank
such positions, but if this is impossible then they
must be destroyed by artillery fire or isolated like
ordinary log and earth dugouts.

The Germans sometimes try to solve defense prob-
lems by attacking, delivering diversionary counter-
thrusts with the purpose of reducing pressure in the
aectur of decisive importance. Here they do not break
up their tank units at all but use them as a whole.
Similarly, they do not break up tank units in holding
engagements or in protecting the flanks of large
forces engaged on a wide front.

It is necessary to combat this in various ways.
A&ii nst tank counterattacks the same measures are
employed as in an enemy attack. Hostile tanks pro-
tect ing the flanks and wide intervals in their f rent
hne mnst be outflanked by our mobile antitank
grw, ps. It is impossible to set a standard procedure
for 1his. Tbe situation itself will dictate what is
nece.sary. In other cases it is advantageous even to
atl:,,h the enemy tank division deployed on a wide
fruit. It is sufficient to filter through its combat for-
mal ons and cut its components off from the rear and
fr,,[ transpurt; in a short time tbe mat~riel pos-
ses ,1 by the enemy will prove to be but dead freight.

-.

Sm ke-Tj-ail Mortars
~Translated at the Command and General Staff School,
17,,,t [.t.avenworth, Kansas, f,orn s GPIman article’ by
[iugelen, wm. mpmtev, in .Wunchnei’Neueste .’fach-
?<htm, Ylunich, Germany, 31 July—1 AuEust 1943.

:,hotographs from rho ivehwtacht 4 August 19’43.1

} NT fighters and those in the homeland knOw. at
lea n a general way, what a “Stalin’s organ” or a
,,.a! cannon” is; but there are, for the most part,
on i inwrs and false ideas current in Germany with
rep I to a weapon which is far superior to this
Ru ,n qQpy.

[ w of the smoke-screen-layer forces are organ-
ize, Ito regiments which are fully moturized, are
cai e of traveling off highways and roads, and are
hi~ mobile. They are equipped with smoke- trail
mo, m of medium, heavy, and extra-heavy caliber.
As the case with artillery, the regiment is subdi-

vided into battalions and batteries. Being a decisive
arm, these regiments a> concentrated at points of
hardest fighting on the front and, otLaccount of their
extraordinary fire power, are a vital factor in the
hands of the commander. The fire puwer of these
mortars is made clear by the fact that a salvo from
nine medium batteries corresponds to a salvo from 81
heavy field howitzer batteries. Organization and
equipment, with communication apparatus and mo-
tor vehicles, are similar to those of a motorized artil-
lery regiment. Since these mortars ire usually close
bebind the infantry front line, batteries are also
supplied with antitank cannon. On account of the
light construction of the mortars, a 3-ton tractor
suffices for pulling them. This tractor carries both
crew and part of the ammunition.

The mortar is a six-barreled weapon (see Figure
1), the six barrels being mounted around a central
axis or in two layers on a light carriage. Made of
light sheet steel, the barrels serve only for pointing
and guiding the projectiles. AR other complicated
parts about a gun, such as the tube made of the best
steel, breech mechanism,’ recoil brake, pneumatic
counter-recoil mechanism, and heavy carriage, are
absent in tk,e case of this modern weapon whose pe-

culiarity lies in a special method of i~ropelling the
projectile. Thus’, a weapon weighing from 7 to 16
Zmt,ter [about 770 to 1760 pounds] depending on
the caliber, combines the fire power of six heavy
field howitzers each of which weigks 120 Zentner
[ 13,200 pounds]. This modern weapon is, therefore,
very mobile and particularly suited for quick action
with tank and motorized divisions. By means of
electric ignition, the six projectiles are fired within
the space of a few seconds. While in the case of the
Soviet “salvo guns” the stabilization of the projec-
tiles is obtained only by means of vanes and there-
fore considerable dispersion occurs when the wihd
is blowing, in the case of onr mortar a rotation about
the longitudinal axis, that is, a twist, is attained.
Hence the shots group themselves over a very small
area of the target.

While at the beginning of tbe campaign in the east
the black powder that was employed left great trails
of smoke hehind the projectiles and a lofty wail of
smoke was produced in front of the battery (see
Figure 2), the imokeless powder now used leaves
only a slight trail: and only a red glow marks the
path of the shell. Any one wbo has witnessed night
firing of the mortars with their trails of fire, or by
day has heard the howling and whistling of hundreds
of fiery projectiles within a few seconds, will never
forget the impression made by it. And when the salvo
crashes down ontu the enemy with flash and thun-
derous roar, the heart of every infantryman b~ats
harder; for he knows that where the salvo struck
there is no life left.

The mortars fire three kinds of projectiles: “

f. Explosive shells, among them shells with highly
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sensitive and delayed-action fuses which make it Pos-
sible for the shell to destroy protective covers. First
of all, the explosive pro.fectilcs are intended for anti-
personnel purposes by means of their fragments and
mine effect. W’ithout external wounds, who’c groups

mm-m L?
THE PROJECTILE CAS BE CLEARLY .Sm.x IV FLIGHT

of the enemy have often been found dead from the ef-
fects of the fearful explosion of massed volleys of
heavy-caliber shells, and even field fortifications and
bunkers have been caused to collapse and their crews
have been destroyed.

2. Flame shells, which by their frightful jet of
flame and smoke produce a strong psychological and
moral effect on the’ enemy and inflict severe burns.
Houses go up in flames, and under favorable circum-
stances woods and fields are set on fire.

3. Smoke shells which, shot over the enemy as a
wall or zone of smoke, deprive him of >rision and
therefore of the opportunity to employ aimed fire.
By this means a great deal of bIood is saved when
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the infantry attacks. In the defense, the laying of a
smoke screen mskes it easier to disengage from the
enemy and prevsnts losses. It has often been possible,
by neutralizing the enemy’s antitank weapons by
means of a smoke screen, for our tanks to cross diffi-
cult terrain which was under fire.

The smoke-trail mortar forces, in accordance with
their task of destroying the enemy by means of con-
centrated tire, are employed in units of a battalion
or regiment in strength. By means of proper estab-
lishment of tbe batteries, well planned communica-
t ions system, and numerous observation posts with
advanced observers with the infantry, great +iexi-
bilit,y and rapid concentration of fire power oa the
most irnporta.nt targets are assured. For operations
far. into the enemy’s positions, for breaking up assem-
blies for attack, for knocking out command centers,
or for effectively breaking up sudden attacks, the
mortars are brought far to the front, almost alf .ws
ahead of the artillery. In their firing positions, u l,ich
are built after the manner of supporting points, lheY
are a strong support for infantry which is eng. :ed
ahead; and many an attempted breakthrough !m the
enemy during the winter months collapsed in the
face of direct fire of smoke-trail mortar batteri( ..

Air Reconnaissance
[Translated at the Command and General Staff S 0.1,
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, from a Russian arti. by
Major General I. Vinogmdov, Soviet Army, in ~-
na~a Zuesda 4 July 1943. ]

IN THE present war of maneuver, air recou $is-
sance has a special role among other types of r, ‘On-
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nai: ante. It is the most important means by which
to g ither data about enemy concentrations and in-
tent ,ns. The enemy often rrses misinformation to

con ‘al his pIans and to lead our troops into error. In
srrc}lcases the data Of Other types of reconnaissance
can be cheeked by air reconnaissance not only before
battle but also dnring all its stages.

The importance of air reconnaissance is especially
greet in offensive combat. It usually gives a sufficient-
ly full picture of the system of enemy defense, ob-
tained by continuously photographing the defense
zone. In tbe course of attack air reconnaissance con-
stantly observes the approach of hostile reserves and
the srcas of their concentration. Often it alone is
able to determine the start of the enemy’s retreat
which begins with the movement of rear installations
and trrrins concealed from ground observers. During
pumuit, air observation discloses retreat routes of
main and secondary enemy concentrations and the
positions which he prepares for organized resistance.

A]r’ reconnaissance also gi\,es invaluable service in
dific[ilt battles when liaison between the bigher staff
and the units is disrupted. Information steadily
comw in from air scouts about the course of combat
in various sectors of the front and about the position
of hmtlle troops.

Air reconnaissance can be divided into long dis.
tance or operational and local or tactical. Long dis-
tanci, reconnaissance usually proceeds in the inter.
ests (If the general front or army command. Local r-e-
conn,iiwance acts to a depth of 4(I to 50 kilometers
or, rl!!ring battle, directly over the battlefield. For
the Ilfiter not only special scout planes are used but
also ;,11combat air craft. Let us examine briefly what
rlern: IIcls are placed on air reconnaissance in battIe,
and what factors sometimes hinder fulfrlment of
thes. rlemands.

A reconnaissance attains its objective only when
it is .: wied on constantly, day and night, both on the
batl
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ield and in the rear. Unfortunately, it cannot
1 that this rule is observed everywhere. Some-
ecause of bad planning of reconnaissance and
ct calculation of its forces and means, actions
~~lwmy for a long time escape the attention of
her commander. Absence of constant obser\7a-
the enemy leads to reconnaissance nnt being

I to completion. It sometimes happens that the
eports movement of a column bnt cannot inrii-

destination. Sometimes the region of conc~n-
1s also srrecessfrd]y determined, but there is

1her observation of the column, and it is rrn-
, whether it is there at the given time or has
, ar}otber region.

necessary to attain constant observation of
,)f concentration of large groups or COILIrnf]S

enemy, especially tank and motorized. This
]t mean, of course, that the scout plane must
the column all the time. Continuity of recon-

]Lce is attained by repeated flights, both day

and night. These flights are provided in the staff plan
of air reconnaissance of the force of combined arms.
It is also desirable that local reconnaissance planes
literally “hang” above the battlefield, Continually
observing all that goes on on the ground, the flier
must perceive tbe slightest changes in actions of the
enemy and in the movement of his reserves. When
enemy counteraction is strong, fighter planes win be
engaged for this task.

Accuracy and reliability of air observation data is
of great importance. Practice shows that there still
are deficiencies even in this sphere. We have en-
countered such facts as these: the air scout reports
an observed column by radio, frequently orally, with-
out saying anything about its composition. He notices
the column but cannot say whether it includes artil-
lery, tanks, or motorized infantry. Or the scout says
that on some stream line t re are a certain number

Yof hostile crossings. As to t em nature, whether they
are small assault bridges or ponton bridges, he is
unable to say. Of course such data do not give the
higher command a clear picture, and prevent deter-
mining exactly what is going on within tbe enemy
dispositions.

In order that air reconnaissance data be correct
and reliable, the scout must be persistent in his ob-
servation and must skilfrtlly evaluate the actions of
enemy troops according to various symptoms. Hence
the conclusion: cadres of air scouts must consist of
officers with high tactical training and. knowledge of
the organization and tactics of enemy troops. It is
desirable to have in the air reconnaissance units
some crews with wide experience. They may be en-
trusted with the most responsible tasks: for instance,
checking esI+cially important information received
from ground mtd air reconnaissance.

The most reliable picture of the disposition of hos-
tile troops in the defense zone and fortitied areas is
provided by air photographs. Absolutely inadmis-
sible is the disregard prevailing in some quarters as
to this most valuable form of air reconnaissance.
True, at times such underestimation of air photo-
graphs is produced by their extremely pro!onged and
incomplete deciphering in air staffs. It is necessary
to attain speedy and precise work by the photograph-
reading personnel, and it is especially important that
at the time of preparation for attack the commanders
and units engaged in the main effort shonld receive
photographs or large-scale maps showing the system
of enemy defense in the given sector.

Prompt reporting is essential, especially during
combat when the aerial observer communicates in the
clear by radio about everything observed. His data
are received simultaneously by the air and higher
headquarters, snmetimes including tbe division staff.

It may happen that not all headquarters have sta-
tions for the reception of air reconnaissance data. In
this case, and also when the scout discovers somet-
hing very important, it is necessary, besides report-
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ing by radio, to throw small pennants [dropped
messages ?] to staffs of units and columns of troops
moving to the battlefield.

To all that has been said it is necessary to add that
success of air reconnaissance iargely.depends on how
correctly higher headquarters assigns problems. The
air staff sometimes receives too general a task: to
reconnoiter such-and-such a region. There is no doubt
that reconnaissance will riot produce satisfactory
results in this case. It is necessary to give more con-
crete directions, pointing out what to reconnoiter
and when. On a certain sector, the forward edge of
German defense along the whole front was success-
fully photographed. Positions to a depth of ten kdo-
meters and also the supposed second defense Iine of
tbe enemy were photographed. Air reconnaissance
proceeded uninterruptedly by day and night, with
the result that the shift of German reserves from a
depth of up to 250 kilometers was successfully de-
termined, Air reconnaissance data and interrogation
of prisoners showed that the Germalls did not have

reserves in this sector, and air photographs revealed
the strong and weak places of hostile defense, which
helped the command to choose correctly the direction
of tl-e maul blow. Three days before the attack, com-
manders of regiments and battalions engaged in the
main effort received photo-maps.

Our units successfully broke through the German
defense, and mobile troops streamed through the
breakthrough. About a day later air reconnaissance
reported that the enemy had begun to shift troops
from his left flank to the place of breakthrough. It
was clear that the German command, not having re-
serves, was weakening its left flank. The unit sta-
tioned there confirmed this fact by ground reconnais-
sance. and a blow was inflicted on tbe newly formed
weak spot. Soon tbe whole concentration of hostile
trcops fell into a deep pocket and beg~n to retreat in
diserdcr, abandoning a maw of cqniprnent.

S.:stematlc day and night air reconnaissance then
disclosed the routes of tbe German retreat and the
concentrations of men and equipment, This gave our
aviation a chance to inttlct a number of crushing
t)io~vs on enemy troops alld communiczti(ms, while
the grouncl command was helped in correctly orgarl-
izin~ pursuit. It may be confidently ssserted that in
this victory much credit was clue to the air scouts,
and also to the combat planes which, while fulfilling
their immediate missions, constmnly informed the
ground command as to everything noticed in the ene-
my camp.

Defense of Inlwbited Places
[Anextract f mm an art,cle translated at the Command
and General Staff School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas,
from the Rwwa dldztar (Asgentma ) July 1943. The
article appea~ed in that magazi~e as a translation
(probably from German ) of an article by Majors
Greiner and Nebe. ]

INHABITED places provide considerable protection
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against attacks by armored vehicles. Therefore ! Ie
defender, on finding nothing in front of his posit, m
which will afford absolute protection against tan s,
such as, for example, a wide river, will always rn. ke
a great effort to occupy inhabited places which ,. re
inside his position, provided they are not too sm.dl.

The strength of forces which must be conside, ed
for defense of an inhabited place can always be m,n-e
limited when there exists considerable time for con.
struction of all installations of defense. Placing too
great a force within an inhabited place for its de-
fense may constitute a grave error, especially when
tbe possibility of enemy gas attack has to be con-
sidered.

A decisive role in defense of inhabited places is
played by selection of the main line of defense. With
reference to this, we may distinguish the four foL
lowing cases:

1. Main Line of Defense in Front of the Place

Disadvantn.qes: Defense installations located near
the main line of defense lack shelter and protection
that the inhabited place can afford. Communication
toward tbe rear is rendered difficult.

Advantages: Infantry located in the most ad-
vanced defense installations is out of enemy tire
which most probably will be directed at the edge of
the locality. Besides, infantry so disposed will be
exposed in lesser degree to unfavorable factors af-
fecting morale.

2. Main Line of Defense Through the
Edge of the Place

DiscIdwI ntafles: The most advanced infantry is
exposed to strong enemy bombardments and morale
will be affected to a greater degree. The danger ex-

ists that, during enemy assault, troops will not
emerge from cellars and shelters in time to resume
their places at defensive installations where they
have left their weapons.

Ado(lntczgc: Establishment of the main line of de-
fense along tbe edge of the locality possesses the :\d-
\rantage that terrain in f rent can also be di M, t h’
attacked by the defenders.

3. Main Line of D@fense Through the
Center of the Place

Disadraatnfle: It is not possible to make a fro !ai.
attack on the terrain directly in f rent. Effective .ss
of flanking fire from neighboring sectors in frou of
the inhabited place is not always certain.

A(/ranfuf/cs: As a trap, the inhabited place aY
be fatal to the main combat forces attacking “it, c ,Ie-
cially in places of considerable depth. The prell ‘s-
tory bombardment of the attackers’ artillery, c.,
may not follow with absolute fidelity the tour: of
the main defense line, in which case it will h. of
slight etfect. In addition, there exists the ch ice
that attacking infantry may be subjected to ar-
prise action from this main line of defense by the
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em Ioyment of weapons stiH intact after the bom-
bs timent.

L Main Line of Defense in Rear of the PIace

r);,wduantage.’ All advantages which an inhabited

pla, e offers to the defender are given up.
.ldmntages: The inhabited locality may be fatal

to the enemy as a trap, especially if it is 10cated in

Open terrain and attracts the enemy as he advances.
Emounters during attack and ignorance of the loca-
tion of the most advanced defensive positions ex-
pose the attacker in the interior of the place not
only to the effect of gun fire but also to the most
powerful mental impressions. Mines of all kinds
placed by the defender inside the place may cause
serious and irreparable losses to enemy forces.

NO standard method can be given for eelection of
the main line of defense.

Advantages and disadvantages need to be analyzed
in each case.

Selection of a line is facilitated when the most
pertinent factors are known.

Making L’se of Inhabited Places in Delaying Action

Inhabited places of considerable depth facilitate
orderly retreat of friendly forces. They possess the
particular characteristic that successive delaying
lines can be located at a short distance from one
another. Under these conditions it will be possible
eren with weak forces to bold the enemy in check
over considerable periods and cause him serious
losses. Besides, it is always possible in an inhahited
pla, P to deceive the enemy with respect to the
strenrth of friendly forces. Frequent changes of
posit IOU hy all types of troops and small scale at-
tach. \vith a limited objective effected with weak
foro.. can deceive the enemy and delay his advance
con:.
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Ierably. Attacks with limited objectives exe-
],1 inhabited places always promise the oppor-
of great success when the enemy attacks im-

Itly or incorrectly and fails to keep bis re-
rlose enough at hand.
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Built the Atlantic Wall
.crviews \I ith Officers, Construction Foremen,
d Laborers of the Torlt Organization.

r, ansl.wl at the commamd and General Staff School,
.] t Leavenworth, Kansas, from a German artmle by

L. Tank in Dw (i, ILnCPost ( Berlin) 25 April 1943.]

A General Speaks

GENERAL who had explained the extent and

of the fortification system on the Atlantic
them coasts concluded with: “We do not ur-

inate the power of our adversary. We know

English are excellent seamen. We also know

orally, the Britisher proceeds wholly with-

ard for eonseauences. We are not ignorantout ,

Of t], act that back ~ f the English the Americans

are standing with means which should be considered.
But we also know j nst as surely and certainp that
if the enemy attempts an invasion in the west he
will run into a coast that is guarded by very good
troops and which is heavily fortified. The fortifica-
tion system in the form of a ‘West Wall,’ as com-

GERMAN AkTIT4NK BARRIER,PART OFTHE “ATLANTIC WALL.’”

manded by the Fuhrer and cirried out by the de-

pendable Todt Organization from Norway to the

Ray of Biscay, is virtually completed. The Atlantic

Wall now stands. When the nemy comes, he will
f

have the opportunity of lea] mg how tough these

fortificationsare.”

In these words are to be found the highest recog-
nition that can be accorded to men of the Todt Or-
ganization and their Chief, Reichsmin-ister Speer.
These men, who at one time under the orders of Dr.
Todt built the “West Wall” in a surprisingly short
time, followed the fighting forces in the French cam-
paign. They rebuilt factories; built bunkers, land-
ing fields, and those enormous, invulnerable sub-
marine bunkers which make it possible for the navy
to carry un the war against enemy supply shippiqg
on all the seas of the earth. They are now about to
complete an unbroken system of fortifications on the
Atlantic and northern coasts surpassing the “West
Wall.”

The Chief Director of Constructi&

“The accomplishment of these tasks has not been
easy. There was a sea coast over 1,600 miles in ex-
tent, and mostly flat, to be fortified.” The chief di-
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rector of construction responsible for technical fea-
tures of the work explains to us in curt sentences
and with convincing figures the extent of the now
almost completed labors. When we learn that at the
time of greatest building activity, the monthly
amount of concrete used was twice that in the case
of the “West Wall,” we can realize what the Todt
Organization was accomplishing. Yet the real sig-
nificance of this figure can only be understood when
one has seen the hundreds and thousands of pieces
of construction along the coast and talked with the
construction foremen of the various sectors who
were engaged in the construction of bunkers and
armored installations, of coast and highway barri-
cades. The gigantic line of fortifications is being
built with 90ti foreign labor. Part of the work is
being done in spite of unfavorable soil and weather
conditions, in the face of heavy attacks by the enemy
who often in the course of a few, hours destroys the
camps of hundi<eds and thousands of laborers. But
all these difficulties have been surmounted. Work
has been, done better and completed more rapidly
than the enemy suspects. Time limits for completion
are not being postponed. Directors of the Todt Or-
ganization and, above all, the old, battle-tested Todt
Organization laborers see to that.

The Old Todt Organization Laborer

The reader must have seen these men on the At-
lantic and northern coasts. They hare an odd ap-
pearance in front of the deserted facades of the
high class hotels in La Baule or Ostend. They wear
coats on which one can see tbe marks of war and of
their hard daily tasks. Their hands are gray and
cracked. But their eyes sparkle in sunburned, fur-
rowed faces. They know why they a;e working here
under hard conditions and with all their strength.
They get, from the French or I%mish, from the
Dutch or Moroccans, of whom they at times have
from one to two hundred under them, the greatest
output of effort. And many of these common men
who have not seen their wives OTchildren for months
or years have been able to make it clear to the non-
German laborers under them that it is not alone a
defense wall for Germs ny that is being erected here,
but a protective wall for Europe which will first of
all protect the homeland of the French and Flemish,
of the Walloons and Dutch. Little by llttle the Eu-
ropean laborers comprehend this and they recognize
in the wall which they are building along the At-
lantic and northern coasts the first great communal
task of the European continent.

The Help of the Front Lkre Commanders

Front line commanders have contributed a great
deal to this recognition. They shape the wills of the
men in the labor camps, men who are frequently of
heterogeneous composition, into a uniform mold.
Naturally this requires men with special ability as
leaders. Any one who’has accompanied them through
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a camp or about a construction site has realized t!le
value of their work. Men of various other national-
ities who have proven themselves as volunteers on
the eastern front have been successfully used ss sub-
bosses.

With a purely mechanical conception of the job
and a materialistic management, work on the At-
lantic and northern coasts could not have been car-
ried out. Something had to be added, something
possessed only by the men of the Todt Organization,
experienced in labor and tried in battle, a fanaticism
built up of belief in Germany’s final victory which
surmounts stubbornly and calmly all difficulties and
which in the days to come will suffice for the task
at hand.

The iVavg of the RAF
[An article by Rapha.eI Nelson in The Fighting Forces
(~reat Bmtai. ) August 1943.]

IT SEEMS paradoxical to speak of surface ships and.

crews as an integral part of the R. A. F.; but the

servicing, maintenance and scope of the varying

types of coastal aircraft in use today could hardly
function without them. An organization which can
boast of its own small shipyards, slipways, work-
shops, and the paraphernalia usually connected with
ships and the sea is, in fact, operated by Coastal
Command, and is known as the R.A.F. Marine Sec-
tion.

The news bulletins of the B.B.C. and the Press
generally have already made the public familiar
with the fast R.A. F. launches which snort their way
through the seas on tbe merciful errand of picking
up survivors from our own as well as enemy air-
craft; at times, too, from wrecked ships. But these
racing rescue launches represent only a small part
of the R.A. F. navy and its varied duties.

Little heard of are the many other craft in use,
such as the large pinnaces, flying boat refuellers,
trawler and drifter auxiliaries, pilot-cutters, bomb-
SCOWS, fast dinghies, mooring-boats, and armored
target-boats.

By far the largest of the craft in use are the
rescue launches, which are powered with Napier
aero engines capable of developing a top spee(l of
40 miles per hour and a cruising speed of 32 milei
per hour. They are 63 feet long. Often they !Iave
to stand up to raging seas and lashing winds, and
the job, especially in the winter, is about as bazard-
ous and onerous as only work of thk nature cau be.
Such are the enduring qualities of these iauuehes
that, for twelve unbroken hours, if need be, gi\ ing
them a range of something like 500 miles, they are
able to plough the seas at their top speed. Until the
merciless Nazi airmen made it their business to
swoop down and attack the rescue launches, even
when out to save their own nationals, these craft
were unarmed. Now they carry defensive machine
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guus, but use them only when directly threatened. It
is u .ual for the rescue launches to work in coopera-
tion with aircraft acting as “spotters.” tVhen these

locste a crashed fighter or bomber or torpedoed

sh)l], they make known its position to tbe launches

by repeated dives over the spot. At other times the

assistance of the rescue craft is sought by opera-

tional planes which may have shot down an opponent
into ths sea, or witnessed the loss of one of our own.
On immediate receipt of such messages, away scorch
the launches to pick UP survivors and, where neces-
sary, apply first aid; bunks and first-aid outfits are
kept on board. On reaching the scene of peril nets
are thrown over the side to help survivors up. Ac-

cur:tte navigation is of paramount importance.

Often the launches have to thread their way through

tortuous lanes in mine-strewn areas or plot courses

from information received; and unless the otlker in
charge were a qualified seaman (he must hold the
Board of Trade’s Master Mariner’s Certificate) it

would be impossible to operate tbe service. As a
rule, the men in command of the launches are former
ROYA Na\,al Reserve officers. Each rescue launch
carries a crew of ten. They comprise engineers, two
wireless operators, two first class coxswains, and
three cieck hands.

Possessing nothing like the power and speed of
the rescue launches, hut nevertheless doing a fine job
of wurk, are the etout pinnaces. Their 300-horse-
power Diesel engines give them a speed up to 14
knot>. They are 60 feet long and have a beam of 14
feet, Their main function is the servicing of Coastal
Command’s flying-heats; hut they are also put to
such other uses as recovering practice torpedoes,
tran.1 mrting stores, and laying flare paths on the
sea’. .urface for seaplanes landing at night. In ad-
ditim, to these varied duties, when occasion calls
for ,! t hey take part in rescue work. A crew of five
is r,,, rled.

?,1 tion has been made of fast dinghies. Fitted
wit 1, ,I]tboard motors, these ni PPY little craft per-
forr ,, special task. They race out to meet incom.
ing ! rig-boats back from photographic rwonnais-
sam from whom they take the precious film. Speed
is e. utial; and back dart the dinghies to shore,
wht: they hand over the film to the development
dept went. Often the pictures are printed and
SCrL! Ized for information befm-e the crew of the
tfyil, 1,oat which brought them is able to reach land,

A. her craft in use by the R.A.F. navy for a
Spe[ job is the armored target-boat. It is the
que~ .t of all jobs undertaken by a boat and calls
for ve, resource, and not a little energy. The
arm, d target-boat is the one which exposes itself
to PI : ice bombing with live bombs in order to help
Our nb aimers drop their destructive loads with
all t accuracy possible. Because of the risks in-
vulw special “danger money”” is paid to the crew
of f( ,., who undoubtedly earn it! In their ‘little

“funk hole,” with their crash helmets and earplugs,
the four adventurous men rush their boat about in a
crazy pattern to avoid the small bombs which pound
down on and around them. It affords excellent prac-
tice for our airmen in dealing with shim attempting
evading action. As for the crew, so well versed are
they in the art of righting their boat after receiving
a direct hit that they often scramble aboard within
a short space of time and signal for a further dose!
The armored target-heat can “take it.” It is covered
with three and a half tons of plating and is unsink-
able.

Compared to the armored target-heat the work of
the R.A .F. mooring-boats is dismally dull, though
each has its part to play in the general scheme.
Theirs is the task of maintaining in good working
order the numerous mooring sites of the tlying-
boats. It is a job which takes the crews a good way
round the sea-girt coast of these islands.

Although the famous R.A.F. speed launches c?~er
almost the entire ground in that particular sphere,
work similar in esseuce but not quite the same is car-
ried out by what are known as seaplane tenders or
“crash boats.” These workmanlike craft are used
as a stand-by when the monster flying-heats take
off or land. Should some mishap occur they are on
the spot for immediate assistance. .

A job with more than a grain of excitement is
the work carried out by the crews of the R.A.F.
drifter auxiliaries. These are used to represent
shipping in practice for our torpedo-carrying air-
craft. They also pick up the special torpedoes after
they have been discharged at them. The duty of
these drifters is to avoid at all costs the diving planes
and make it as difficult as they Cari to be struck hy
the torpedoes. They employ all the artful tricks they
know, and accurate indeed must be the aim of the
torpedo hoping to find its mark against the evading
tactics of these boats. ?ilot-cutters are also used in
this work.

The R.A.F. refueling craft, as well as the handy
bomb-scows, carry out afloat what truck and trolley
do on land. The first, as its name implies; is a
“tanker” with a load capacity of 2,500 gallons; the
second, the floating bomb trolley. Both are at hand
when the huge flying-boats return from their patrols,
ready to refuel and reload them for further work.

The work of the R.A.F. Marine Section is, in es-
sence, as silent as the Royal N’avy’s: and only very
occasionally do we hear of the good work being done
by all ranks comprising it.

A German Estimate
of Foreign Tanks

[Translated at the Command and General Staff School,
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, from a German article by

‘ Heinricb K1uth m Bed<??.?’Lokal-dnzeiwr, Berlin,
Germany 26 June 194&]

IN A German collection of enemy tariks the “Gen-
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eral Sherman” completes the already great number of
various enemy types tested by our military experts
for the purpose of determining their most vulnerable
parts and for obtaining, if possible, ideas which

might be useful in our own tank construction. Also
the “General Lee” is there and stands alongside the
“General Stuart” of only thirteen tons weight in

order to show the development of the American tank.

The “Sherman” is ready to go. The built-in mirrnrs
give a good impression of the visional possibilities
from the interior of the taak. To the right of tbe 7.5-
cm long-barreled cannon is the built-in sighting
mirror which is provided with telescope sights with
fine adjustments. The tank rollb along with steadily
runaiag motor over dusty roads and prepared slopes
and rises. It runs well, that caunot be denied.

On a steep sloIje the “Shernlaa” stops. The treads
di~ i!] aud gmad away in tbe sand without being able
to get a good grip. The tank is backed dmvn a few
meters, Then another start is made. Aqain ihe treads
merely griad into the surface ia this place, which is,
ho,vever, the most rlilficult place of the test cutirse.
This time the motor stops also. It has bee,, killed.
But there aren’t w:+llY aay sacb slopes in the natural
terrain. Axain \ve back off. At the third attempt, the
“Sherman,” panting and groaning, succeeds in get-
tiag over this sit~erditficult nbstacle.

We c~,(}ld give nther det.lils U( this American Lank
which from pmat of view of co!istructlon, IS without
any q{lestioa tl-e bt%t-vwrk[d-out mmiel possessed
by our enemies. Its armor is designated as “good” by
experts of our armed forces. But ia spite of this, the
“Sherman, ” both with respect to size and armmnent,
is not up w.itb the most recent German ta]d<, the
“Tiger,’” which has given the best of accounts of
itself on all fronts. Standing alongside oae nnother,
the “Sherman” aad the “Tiger,” it is clearly apparent
that the American constrticti[)n caanot come UP to

that of tbe Germans.
Ia qmtrast with the Americans, English, and

Freach, who prefer to employ east steel in construct-
ing their tanks, the ftussian~ at a relatively early
period made u:.e of welded construction which was
also successfully employed in Germany. In an mor-
mous hall they can all be seen standing aloagside one
aaotber, the tanks that were developed and built &j
the Soviets. There are a great many ditfereut types
which show clearly that they were stro.lgly influ-
enced in their construction by the types developed in
other countries. There are amphibious tanks aud
types of construction which even the expert will say
show plenty of progress. The 28-ton T-28 tank (the
Soviets still call armored combat vehicles “tanks,” so
that every designation of a typ,e is preceded by tbe
letter “T”), one model of which was first shown in
a parade in Moscow in 1932, was at that time fitted
with a water-cooled BMW-VI airplane motor which
the Bolshevists had carefully copied from a German
pattern. An impression of power and weight is
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gained from the 45-ton T-35, which has a length of
9.7 meters, a width of 3.21 meters, and carries a cr cw
of 10 men. In the well-known T-34 (26.3 tons) ~!Ith
armor of 45-mm thickness, the Soviets make use of
a 500-horsepower Diesel motor whose fuel inject,on
pump is so closely copied after a German model that
Bosch replacement parts can be used in the captu ted

Soviet tanks. With this T-34 and the later 43-ton
KW-1 the Soviets at that time far outdistanced all
the foreign types. When w-e look upon these colossi,
we are filled with wonderment at the thought of oar
men 0]1 the front who, with materially weaker equip-
ment, time and again met and conquered these Soviet
tanks.

Regarding English and French tanks, which staud
in aaother hall, there is no longer much to be said,
They were, to be sure, not bad at the time they were
employed, whether w,e are speaking of cruiser tanks
or of the 38-ton “Churchill” used at Dieppe, but
they are not up to the Soviet nor American develop.
ments.

With regard to French tanks, there are a great
many types here in which one can see the abso-
lute insistence on safety. Everything is built, as in
the case of the Naginot Line, with an eye to safety.
It has obviously been overlooked that both a cmament
and speed suffer as a result of this.

Outside the hall stands a model of the legendary
72.ton French tank, the Char Z-C. This was the !?iant

ttnk wrhich at the beginning of the war played so
great a role ill enemy propaganda. It is equipped with
a 7.5-cm canuon and bedecked with four machine
gu as. Thirteen men were supposed to constitute its
crew. Its gasoline-electric drive is the only one of its
kind in the world. It empIo:s two 25rJ.horsepo\ver
Maybach airplane motors.

One tendency is to be recognized in this reyiew of
the enemy’s tanks: Tanks are becomiag larger und
more rapid, and their cannon are becoming rr.ore
effective. Germany will see to it that the superlor]ty
obtained with the “Tiger” is maintained ill the
future.

.

An Armored Scouting Mission
in Russia

[Translated at the Command and General Staff S. 001,
Fort L&l”e”wm th,Kansas, fw,m a Genre.” zrt,, bj

Captain Riedel, German Army, in Die F’cznzeyPp@
April 1943 ]

THE ARMOREDdivision had been stalled for a lay
at a bridge on the route of advance towa~d ‘ ‘V,”
twenty kilometers south of the city (see sketch It
was decided therefore that the batta~on shoul, try
to reach the east-west road running through W“
and reconnoiter a new route by which the dir ion
could advance. Two scouting detachments were >ent
out. If the first of these detachment found that
there was a bridge in condition at “A,” tbe batt.1 lion
was to follow by this route. Thi-ee.quartqrs of an
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hour ,fter it set out, the scouting detachment was
able 1,>rePort “Bridge in order.” In fact the bridge
was * bit wobbly, but the three light cars were able
to cr .s it safely, and without encountering hostile

opPO..lti0n the battalion advanced through forest and
swamp over a road that was just passable.

On our right we could hear the noise of battle at
the nmin bridge. Then suddenly in front of us four
Russmns appeared with rifles on their shoulders.
They surrendered willingly and climbed up behi~d
us, \Ve could make nothing of their signs and ges-
tures and could not find out whence they came, but
it wxs necessary now to proceed more carefully be.
cauw where there were four, there might be others.
The gunner kept his eye on the sight, the commander
no longer sat on the edge of the tank, and the driver
closeJ the shutters somewhat. Nothing was seen of
the enemy until we suddenly reached the roadway
runuing east to ‘W.” We had reached our objective.

Motor vehicles occasionally passed from east to
west along the road, and we let them go by un-
hindered. Then with a great deal of noise three or
four Inrge horse-drawn vehicles appeared in the dis-
tance. The leader of the scouting detachment, hold-
ing his binoculars jo bis e.ies, murmured, “That’s
artil!ery, isn’t it?” “It is,” replied the commander
of the third tank. The detachment leader gave bis
order. immediately: “Machine-gun cars to the high-
way, >ecure ahead and to the right. I will go fol”-
ward with the radio car. ” With motors humming
and :!, rrets turning, the cars moved to the highway
and swung to the left, tiring with all guns on tbe
surp] )wd columns. The radio car plunged past the

.,O
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cOnf~ 1mass of men, horses, and vehicles and came
to a 1) a few hundred meters away, providing
secu] to the east. The commander himself came
to a I beside the enemy guns and made prisoners
of a t’ Wounded men. Then he fixed a kilogram
char: to each of the three gun barrels and lit the
fuse: M the smoke of the explosions slowly drifted
awa> ,ur three cars disappeared into the woods
like ; ,sts, to ~b~erVe ~nce more and if necessary
to at! k. The new prisoners peacefully joined the
old o, , who had remained meekly on the spot.

Later the battalion arrived, blocked tbe road at
“B,” and sent reconnaissance far to the east. More
columns of all types were reported on tbe march to
threatened “W,” but nothing more got through
at “B.”

The armored scouting cars felt their way into
“W,” moving slowly from house to house, from
corner to corner. One of the cars succeeded in
putting an enemy gun and its crew out of action.
It was later found that the gun was a 7.65-cm anti-
aircraft cannon.

The climax of this successful day came at about
1600 when the scout detachment farthest east
sighted a very elegant armored car approaching at
a dizzy speed. They let it come to within a few
meters and then opened fire. The car skidded, re-
covered again, and came to a stop by a fence. At
the first shot a brown, heavy figure had fallen from
the car. It was a Soviet general, twice decorated
with the Order of Leniu, who was on his way, all
unsuspecting, to “W.”

Toward evening tbe first units of the division,
consisting of tanks and artillery, came up over the
new route. After firing on “W” for a short time,
the tanks attacked and took the city. The enemy
quickly gave up resistance there and also at the
bridge site when he found that we were on his right’
flank.

The mention in the corps order of the day that we
were the first in the division to capture an enemy
general was tbe finest reward for the crews of the
armored cars and the men of the detachment.

. Military Secrecy
[Translated at the Command and General Staff School,
Fort Leavenworth, lhnsas, from a Russian article i?
1{,ms,,aw Zvezda 29 July 1943.]

MAINTENANCE of military secrecy is the first and
obligatory condition of success in any attack. The
most excellent plan of action is useless if the enemy
learns of it in good time. The most powerful and
concentrated offensive loses a good half of its effect
if the enemy expects it. t7xperiencs of “war teaches
that action without surprise, without preserving
strictest secrecy of all intentions of the commander,
is unthinkable if success in battle is to be attained.

Military secre~s are concentrated in various docu-
ments: combat orders, reports, staff mape, etc. It is
evident that these documents must be guarded
against any possibility of loss. Layness and careless-
ness in handling secret documents is a very grave
crime against the State. It is not simply a matter of
keeping secret documents, as the saying goes, funder
seven seals, ” in especially equipped. places, and un-
der reliable guard. For sometimes the order lies in
a safe at night but during the day it travels from one
staff room to another, from desk to desk, visible to
the eyes of anyone who enters. It must be an ever-
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remembered law that everything connected with

military secrecy is performed with the utmost system

and care. In working on secret documents and in

distributing them, especially under field conditions,
the very strictest organization is essential.

It has long bear an unquestioned truth that the
fewer the people who know the command’s plans and
intentions, the betier. But in some units it happens
that while an operation is being prepared it is sub-
,ject to wide-spread rumors long before it is launched.
Why does this hal)pen ? Primarily because the num-
ber of people informed of the intentions of the cnm-
mand is sometimes ton large. From one man is de-
manded the fulfillment of a separate, concrete task;
but when being assisned this task he is handed al-
most the whole plan of operation. This contradicts
the elementary rules of security. It must be a firm
rule that a military secret is entrusted only to those
absolutely necessary to the cunduct of the matter.

Along with this it is essential to employ severest
measures to prevent all talk on questions connected
with prrq>osed combat opertitimrs or with intentions
of the command. There are those who like to boast
of their knowledge, those “home-gro\\ n strategists’”
who are always ready to discuss the development of
events, disclosing everything that is on thew minds.
There are also those heedless people who simply for-
get that the enemy is sly and cunning, that even the
walls may have ears. $Vhere there is talk of military
secrets. the soldier of the Red Army, when off duty,
must have only one rule of co!rcluct: S71PIZCP.

Every soldier of the Red Army and e\ ery officer
must be a vigilant, watchful guardmn of military
secrecy. It must be remembered that often ,iust one
careless -word dropped by chance, one hasty move
however insignificant at first glance, may give the
enemy the key to the riddle of the most important
intentions of the command. It is enough, for ex-
ample, for a German SPY to overhear on the street
the conversation of two otlicers concerning when and
whence they arrived, and it will be clear to him that
a concentration is taking place; he will be able to
determine the mature of the regrouping of our
troops. The officer may not even mention the word
attnck; but nonetheless, by his whole conduct among
people, by unusual excitement, hurried assemblies,
etc., he discloses the secret nf the operation in prell-
aration. That is why the very keenest watchfulness
and tbe greatest restraint must be the firm rule of
conduct of the Soviet officer in any situation,

To preserve military secrecy means to close up alI
hut one chink, all passages through Which even sec-
ondary signs of prospective operations might seep
out to the enemy. Is it not clear, for instance, that
it is impossible to speak seriously of watchfulness
if staff officers are lodged in the same honses with
local inhabitants ? Is it not clear that it ia impos-
sible to depend on preservation of military secrecy
if preparation for shifting the command post is ac-
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companied by fuss and commotion before tbe eyes
of the whole population? It is necessary to tak,, into
account every trifle, everywhere and in every ~:ling,
striving for the greatest concealment of actim , not
stopping even at misinforming those not dl i ectly
concerned. This is particularly essential d~ring
preparation for the prospective operation. Employ.
ing all methods of concealment and military cuunin~,
it is necessary not only to hide from the enemy the
fact of such preparation up to the very last m ,ment
but also to do everything to lead the Germans astraj,
and deceive them.

Guard the secret of each operation, of each in.
tentimr of the command, with all your strength and
by every means !

German Engineers in the
Attack on Stalingract

[Translated at the Command and General Staff School,
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, from a German artde by
F’ridrich m Vic.teljahreshe ft. fur Piom’e~e, No, t,
1943.]

This report of the engft~ement of an engittcw lm~
tolioz <}~Stol<WYnTd u-m wr’itteti when the Sixth
A? mu was at fockitig the city. It shows thnt our
engineers gave their best in the attack just as later,
in the clef ewe, the~ made their heav~ sacn’jfces.—
THE AUTHOR.

TRE DIVIS1ON was able to launch the attack on
Stalingrad on 5 September 1942. Engineers were
placed with each regiment and battalion. It had bs.
come axiomatic that they were to be found in the
center of every action.

On 12 September the regiments stood ready for
the attack before the great sea of buildings over
which, black and threatening, fl~?ted the heavy
smoke from burning structures an&@rom explosions.

By evening the suburbs in the division’s sector
were in our possession, On the following day the rail-
way area had scarcely been taken when the leading
forces reported: “15: 16 o’clock, the Volga reached!’
Imnortant as this success was. the raoid att:!rk in.- –..
the direction of the river had left a great deal ~n the
enormous confusion of houses and industrial stab-
lisbments that was not yet mopped Up; long da . and
nights of bitter fighting were yet to follow.

Experiences of tbe year before caused us to stspect
that Stalingrad, like Kiev and Kharkov, wo Id be
entirely destroyed by the Soviets. The day’s , <peri-
ences appeared to confirm this susPic ion.’ Ha .,dreds
of mines in wood casings were removed, ant! e\7erY ~
street, every intersection, whole areas, and ind,, idual
houses had to be searched carefully and pa wtak-
ingly—a nerve-racking task which req~ir~ J the
greatest watchfulness and discipline on the lmlt Of
every one.

In order to carry on the work systematically, t~

... .
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battal on established a mine reporting center. In-
comin:: reports were checked, street after street and
housi :~fter house; all the extensive over- and under-
passe- in the street system and all industrial estab-
lishmi nts were thoroughly searched. The engineers
were constantly engaged in this task in a hail of
bomb and shell fragments.

Companies of the engineer battalions were divided
into i:ssault detachments and were constantly en-
gaged shoulder to shnulder with men of ~he other
arms. In addition to this they cnntinued to provide
security for the main line of defense that had been
reached in the city by the establishment of mine
barricades and chevaux-dc-frise. The daily advances
and hmtvy losses testified to the energy of both oi%-
cers and men.

In one place a fire-spitting bunker was holding up
the iufitntry advance. Two courageous engineers suc-
ceeded in creeping up to the enemy with their flame
throwers. their comrades providing fire protecting
for them. The red column of fire leaped from ‘the
nozzle and struck the port-holes~and other openings,
destroying everything with the glowing flame. The
infantrymen leaped to their feet and rushkd past,
taking advantage of these few minutes of silence.
Two positions were passed in this way. On the same
day these same men, with their flame throwers,
smokwl out a whole group of hnuses which had been
built into a formidable center of resistance.

Strwts leading to tbe Party Building, symbol of
Bol\h\\ ist defense, were blncked by barricades which
stoplw(l our tanks. Engineers worked their way
ahead from house to house and hurled concentrated
charg~. of explosives against the barricade. At the
mnm{ ,,+ of explosion they leaped forward intn the
smnki,. rushed through the boles that had been blown
in th,. 1~arricade, and broke the enemy’s resistance.
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Ilays we had suspected that the enemy was
use of underground passages from one part

,ity tn another for communication and sup-
n entrance shaft was discovered baxk of a
,use. The engineers charged across the open
overpowered the occupants of the building,
troyed the entrance to the passage by means
,sives.

and again the enemy attempted to establish
in hnuses and cellars, on roofs, and in the
n of ruins; but the engineers always came to

ue and broke all resistance with their varied
.,

G fwint an entire building unit, like a pnwer-
ress, was hnlding our attack in check. From
,ings and embrasures hea”y fire was being
.vn. All alone. a single engineer fnught his

way. ough, nn his back tbe heavy burden of a flame
thro>~ !>.He directed the nozzle at the nearest open-
ing i) he building and in quick succession the bursts

of flame penetrated all crevices and apertures. Every-
thing succumbed under the crackling, fiery blast.
Tbe rattle and cracking of rifles and maohine guns
ceased. Timbers came crashing down and the walls
crumbled. One hundred and fifty Bolsheviks, two”
cammissars, and one captain barely escaped with
their lives and, seized with terror, surrendered to
this one engineer.

And so the fight goes through the city. Successful .
work by the engineers speeds up the attack, and at
last the division is firmly established on the bank of
the Volga. The heroic group of engineers is but a
small one, yet it has stood this hard test unbraken
and in exemplary manner.

For days now the swastika flag has heen waving
over the city. Our forces are establishing themselves
for defense and getting ready for ‘the cnuntowattack
nf the enemy. Again it ia the engineers for whom
there is still no rest. They al-e engaged in building
positions for all units, and in erecting combat pnsi-
tions they are just as indispensable as in the fighting
itself.

Initiative in Reconnaissance ‘“
[An sxtract, translated at the Command and Gsneral
Staff School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, from” a Polish
article, “The Role of the Commander in Battle,,, in
Bellona, monthly publication of the General Headquar.
ters of the Commander in Chief of the PoIish Army,
London.]

GENERAL SITUATION: The 23rd Infantry Division
of the Polish Army, retreating along the route
Kraknw-Nowy Korczyn in contact with the enemy,
reaches the vicinity of “Z” at dawu, 8 September

1939. Because of the fatigue of his division after
several days of combat, the commander decides to go
into bivouac. The losses of the division-so far are
about 35~o in personnel and about 207. in mat6riel.
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To the north, the group of Colonel R. is retreat-
ing along the route from “A” to Kazimierza Wielka.

In this situation the 23rd Infantry Division is-
sues the following order to the commander of the
division’s bicycle company: “Mission: (a) Recon.
noiter the region Ciepice-Kazimierza Wielka and es-
tablish liaison with Colonel R. who should be ap-
proaching Kazimierza Wielka. (b) Inform Colonel
R. that the division goes into bivouac in the vi-
cinity of “Z,” where it will probably remain until
dusk 8 September 1939, following which it will prn-
ceed in the direction of NOWY Korczyn.”

E.wcvt ion: The commander of the reconnaissance
detachment is commander of the bicycle company.
Composition nf the reconnaissance detachment: one
bicycle platoon. Route: “Z’’-KnpcCiepicecKazizi-
mierza Wielka. Return: any route. Reports: after
contacting tbe enemy; after reaching the highway
“A “-Kazimierza Wielka; after establishing liaison
with Colonel R. Reports are to be sent via two routes.
Time of start: 0900.

C’oumc of action: At 0900 the commander of the
reconnaissance detachment starts on his mission and
reaches Kopce where he hears sounds of battle com-
ing from the northwest. He decides to proceed in the
direction of the battle and sends a report to this
effect to the division commander.

At 1200 he reaches Ciepice where he ascertains
that the group of Colonel R., under cover of rear
guard which is in contact with the enemy two kilo-
metetx west of Ciepice, is retreating in the direction
of Kazimierza Wielka. At Ciepice the detachment
commander personally establishes liaison with
Cnlonel R. whom he informs nf the division com-
mander’s decision. Thereupon the detachment com-
mander proceeds tn Kazimierza Wielka, having dis-
patched a report to this effect to the division com-
mander.

Fro~ Kazimierza Wielka, on his own initiative,
he accomplishes reconnaissance along the road to
“C,” and at a distance of about fifteen kilometers he
finds several enemy tanks and truck-borne infantry
moving on Kazimierza W’ielka. He sends a report
of this to the division commander.

At 1400 he returns through Kazimierza W’ielka
and, again on his own initiative, he accomplishes re-
connaissance in the direction of Poremby where he
arrives about 1500. At Poremby he finds an enemy
motorcycle unit. He sends patrols to reconnoiter the
route “C’’-’’D” leading to NOW’YKorczyn and finds
an enemy tank column proceeding east on that road.
He sends a report of this to the division commander
and to Colonel R. and returns with the detachment
to “Z” where he arrives about 1900.

On the basis nf the last two reports concerning
the enemy armored elements, the division command-
er decides to break up bivouac and proceed to N’owy
Korczyn at once. Note that both these vital reports
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were entirely the result of personal initiative o~ the
part of tbe commander of the reconnaissrmct. de.
tachment.

Enemg Blockade Runners
[An article in The Fighting Forces (Great Bn’ sin)
August 1943. ]

SINKING of enemy blockade runners, of which we
get news from time to time, is of far-reaching impor-
tance to the Axis Powers. Such ships cannot be as-
sessed in the same class as ordinary supply vessels.
Blockade runners might be described as Number One
Priority Ships. Their value and the value of their
cargoes to the Axis powers is in ratio to the risks the
vessels run in attempting to make passages between
enemy-controlled ports, which are in many cases sep-
arated by distances amounting to mnre than half-
way round the world.

For these reasons, blockade runners are invariably
modern, fast ships with sea endurances far above the
ordinary: they are, in fact, a class of vessel which
the Axis powers can ill-afford to lose.

This traffic, or more prnperly the traffic which~the
Axis partners attempt to maintain at such high cost
to themselves, is two-way. That is because in many
important respects the economic resources of Ger-
many and Japan are complementary. Germany re-
quires raw materials for her war industries. Japan
needs chietly machine tools, with which to increase
her war potential and exploit ber raw-material gains.

With the closing of the Trans-Siberian Railway in
June 1941, trade between the European Axis nations
and Japan could be carried only by sea. From the
Southwest Pacific to the Biscay coast is a voyage of
about 12,000 miles, but one within the range of a
modern Diesel-driven ship. Blockade runners have
the choice of either the Southern Pacific or tbe Indian
Ocean, and throughout their voyage they need never
come within 600 miles of an Allied base.

Some small-scale attempts to run the blockade
were made in the autumn of 1941 with goods Mhich
Germany had brought for transport by the TI sms-
Siherian Railway, and with a substantial qua!dity
of rubber obtained from Indo-China.

Japan’s entry into the war gave an added stirrul~s
to this traffic. Her only source of supply for tbe g~ode
she ueeded was then German Europe, In add,, ion,
her cnnquests had provided a bargaining weap, n in
the form of a large surplus of raw materials- this
at a time when Germany, heavily committed o: the
Eastern Frnnt and opposed by America as well had
become faced with a long war.

At about this time plans for much-increased k ock-
ade running appear to have been put into effect The
Allied navies were then very much preoccupied i 1the
Far East, and these plans met with some succes

It was probably against the background of this
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WCC, s that the terms of a new Axis economic agree.
rnem were framed. Last January the partners an-
00UUcd that they had signed a treaty to “extend
theu economic collaboration so as to support each
othel more cOmpIetely in the war by the extension
of ti eir economic exchanges.” The theorr was all
rlghl, but very soon the widely separated Axis part-
ners discovered that Allied naval and air patrols
were frustrating the execution.

Sluce the early autumn of last year attacks on

blockade runners in the Indian Ocean, in the South
Atlantic, and in the approaches to the Ray of Biscay

have become increasingly successful. It is probable

that cargoes bound for Europe and intercepted since
last November, include no less than 30,000 tons of
rubber, 5,000 tons of tin, and 25,000 tons of edible
oils, mld smaller but equally important quantities of
tungsten and quinine.

The cargoes lost to Japan consist of heavy ma-
chinery and machine tools and engineering compo.
nents, dyestuffs, and so forth. These commodities are
of m less importance than the German losses. The
implications of the Japanese losses are more difficult
to dra~v than the effects of the loss of raw materials
selected by the Germans themselves with an eye to
their most urgent requirements.

To be seen in proper perspective, the great success
of the Allied Navies at sea must be related to the
enemies’ war effort as a whole. Germany has bee”
unable to liquidate a huge military commitment and
is cent Inuously engaged in land fighting; the drain

on her stocks of botb finished products and the raw
mater,.[ls required to make them has been heavier
dur!,lj the past nine months than ever before. In the
same ,wriod, an important source of supplies in
Nort !~ Afrjca has been closed: industria] ~entel-s of
me t
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wh itself and the enemy’s land and coastal
,nications and other important economic ob-

have been subjected to an ever-increasing
of attack from the air.

tantial as our successes have been, it cannot
assumed that Germany and Japan will not
lrther efforts to maintain sea communications
rh other. Tbe adventurous blockade runner,
camouflaged and ingeniously routed, always

lance of getting through. But with the Allies’
d and increasing strength in ships and air-
KI the creation of new bases from which to
the passage of blockade runners will become

,Igly hazardous.

nk Strongpoints
t’ans;atecl at the Command and General Staff School,
, t I.eavenworth, Kansas, fmm a Russian article by
ptain of ths Gwa?ds V. Korol, Soviet Army, in
.(sn.ya Zwzda 9 July 1943,]

I’lt!Eshows that a system of antitank strong.
.s most effec[ive in repulsing tank attacks.

This system not only is a dam capable of restraining’
the avalanche of attacking tanks, but also is a gi-,
gantic mill whose grinders convert hostile tanks
into heaps of metal. Of course, such effect can be
attained only by skilful organization of antitank
position:.

From reconnaissance the commander determines
the main and secondary direction of tank attack as
well as sectors of terrain impassable for tanks.
Where terrain is accessible for them (flat or dis-
sected but without deep gullies and swamps), there
will qaturally be more antitank strongpoints. Dur-
ing reconnaissance, the senior commander [in tbe
given sector] designates places where use of anti.
tank guns and rifles will be most feasible. He con.
siders just what elements to dispose in this m. that
antitank position and determines the character and
types of obstacles most useful in the given situa-
tion.

It must be remembered that not eve~y sector
which seems impassable to tanks is really so. For
this reason it is recommended that a system of fire
be organized so that even approaches to regions not
accessible to tanks may be covered. If the commander
disregards this, events may turn out as in the fol-
lowing example.

Fifteen German tanks attacked the forward edge
of OUr defense. On the sector where the hostile at-
tack started, an artillery battery was act,ive. Its
left flank adjoined a ravine accessible to tanks only
with difficulty. The artillery beat off three German
frontal attacks without much trouble. But then the
Germans with the aid of their sappers blasted the
precipitous slopes of tbe ravine and made it pas-
sable. Approaches to the ravine were not covered by
specially designated artillery elements. The neighbor
on the left failed to open fire. Hostile tanks took the
ravine and fell on the battery from the rear, and
the position was maintained only by committing
the ant itank reserve into battle. If the commander
had provided fire cover on approaches to the ravine,
the Germans, of course, could not have reached the
rear of the battery.

The commander in direct command of the antitank
strongpoint must estimate what fire elements he
needs and how best to dispose them in the terrain.
The quantity of weapons needed depends on antici-
pated density of enemy tank attack in the given
direction. If availabie antitank agents are insuf-
ficient, the commander then asks the senior corn.
mander to add to them. But if the senior commqnder
has a limited number of antitank guns and rifles,
he, of course, does not scatter them through the
whol!: defense but uses them to protect against
probable enemy main efforts.

Some commanders, in estimating the means m~ed.
ed for antitank defense start with tbe theoretically
possible density of tanks in attack. Bnt on a num-
ber of sectors the Germans actually have a very
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limited quantity of tanks. Hence it is necessary to
take into account not theoretical but anticipated
density of the tank attack. If it becomes known that
the enemy has brought up tank reserves, the anti-
tank strongpoints may be correspondingly rein-
forced.

It is very important to see to it that all approaches
to strongpoints and the intervals between them he
covered w,ith dense crossfire. Besides that, tire ele-
ments are disposed so as to make it possible to hit
enemy ttanks in case they succeed in breaking
throogh into the rear of the strongpoint.

Combat experience shows the effectiveness of the
following distribution of antitank guns and rifles.

Guns are placed at intervals of 100 to 150 meters
and at distances of 200 to 300 meters. Antitank
riflee are disposed in squads. They must conduct
flank and diagonal fire at the same time EMthe guns.
Intervals between squads of antitank riflemen are
50 to 100 meters; distances, 100 to 150 meters. In
tfank;ng fire, the distance between guys and rifles
must not exceed 100 to 150 meters. I

FOY protecting intervals between strongpoints,
constant communication is set up. Agreement as to
methods of cooperation must he complete and de-
tailed. Further, it must be remembered that the
distance between flank guns of two neighboring
strongpoints must not exceed 500 meters. For anti-
tank rities this distance is reduced to 150 to 200
meters.

The artillery commander establishes close contact
with the infantry unit commander in whose area
the antitank strongpoint is organized. Above all,
agreement is essential as to use of infantry elements
and signal communications. Practice suggests that
it is also profitable to set up communication with
combat security wherever a special representative
is sent. In case hostile tanks appear, this repre-
sentative determines their number and direction of
movement and immediately informs the strongpoint.

For repulse of heavy tank attacks artillery of all
calibers and heav mortars are ueed. Batteries, fir-

7
ing from conceale positions, register their fire be-
forehand on approaches to strongpoints and on anti-
tank obstacles erected by the engineers. Of course,
careful agreement with artillery commanders as to
signals is obligatory in case tanks break through
into the rear of our defense. Division artillery and,
when necessary, heavy artillery move out to open
positions. It is necessary to organize open firing
positions beforehand for these allillery elements.

The whole antitank defense is carefully camou-
flaged. For purposes of camouflage it is necessary
to observe strictest tire discipline. It is not neces-
sary to open fire by all guns on single tanks or small
groups of three or four tanks. It is better to let
them approach to point-blank distance and then open
fire. When the enemy undertakes a massed tank ah
tack, guns and antitank rifles fire point-blank at
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limited distances. Besides this, there is the mobile

barrage tire of artillery of all calibsrs, firing fom

concealed positions.

What importance all this has is shown by the

following combat episode. At dawn more than thirty

German tanks appeared before our defending units,

They moved along a road in three echelons. The
road was covered by an antitank strongpoint whose
artillery battery opened intensive fire. The enemy,
leaving seven wrecked and bnrning tanks on the
road, retreated. After an hour and a half the at
tack was repeated. This time German tanks came
in three groups deployed along the front. By the
direction of movement of each group of tanks it was
easy to see that the Germans had decided to take
the battery in pincers. To right and left of the road
at a distance of seven hundred meters were two
other batteries. ;~t the time of the first attack they
had not fired a single shell. When the flanking tanks

approached tO within 500 meters of these batteries,
strong fire was opened. The Germans lost sixteen
vehicles and did not return.

It must be remembered that antitank defense can-
not be equally strong everywhere. Uence a vital
role is played by antitank reserves which are at the
disposal of commanders of units of combined arms.
These reserves must move quickly to threatened
sectors. It is expedient to organize firing positions
beforehand for the reservds in those directions
where breakthrough of enemy tanks is most pos-
sible.

It is good if the senior commander makes a plan
of maneuver for antitank reserves. In such plan
there are indicated the composition of the reserve,
its commander, the line of probable deployment, and
the march route in detail. The signal calling for re-
serves must also be established and must be know’s
both to the commander of the unit of combined arms
and to the commander of the reserve group.

Increase of Fire Preparedness
in Defense

[Translated at the Command and General Staff z hool,
Fro-t Leavenworth, Kansas, from a German art, le by
First Lieutenant Stammer in A rtillwistische. :!wul-
.rchau December 1942.1

Seenring Communications in the Detachmen

IN DEFENSE the combined tire of all weapons i+ re-

quired in f rent of tbe main battle line to re ,ulee

hostile attacks. One of the most important. prL -con-

ditions for this is the correct functioning of com-

munications, both for reDorts and for condt, t of

fire. In contrast to attack, as wide a net of comr,.Uni-

cations as possible, with many cross connec:~ one,

must be demanded in the defense position.

To correspond to this demand the net of communi-

cations in our artillery battalion was organized as
follows :
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1 Ie signal platoon of the headquarters battery set
up , A’Oexchanges: the advance exchange hehind the
obs~t VatiOn Posts and the rear exchange near the
firiw: positions. “

Ill general, the battalion command post will be situ-
ateli with the observation posts (sketch 1). In this
caso the signal platoon runs wires from tbe advance
exchange to the observation posts and to tbe detach-
ment command post.

SKETCH i

SKETCH 2.

LEGEND:
— W \RES OF SATT ERIES

---- WIRES OF SIGNAL PLATOON

A OBSERVATION POST

‘ ! ARTILLERY COMMAND POST

[
, I fiUN ,N F,R, ”G posITl~N

14 i he situation, terrain, weather, or road condi -

ti,). required installation of the battalion command

PO., !,ear the tiring positions or the command post
of 1 infantry regiment, then the signal platoon laid
coil , tions to the firing positions (sketch 2).

1 , {cries were instructed to lay their wires to tbe
oh 1..ation posts through both exchanges. All paral-
lel res must absolute] y be at least fifty meters
fr!
fir.
lef
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itch other. If enough cable was still on hand,
l:ositions were connected with each ot?ter. Tbe
ttery always laid wire to tbe right battery.

., even with disturbance of individual lines,
tion within the battalion to all its parts was
always assured.

1 battery sent a troubleshooter to each ex-
in order to secure rapid repair of disturbed

disadvantage of longer wires from the obser-
po+s to the firing positions was compensated
the advantage of assured connections.

e than that, it was always desirable to connect
c observers, likewise by wire, to each other
the advance exchange, since maintenance of

communication required in the long rnn too
mu~, ,.urrent a“d was subject to weather influences.

Radio was primarily the communication medium for
attack. /.

Tbe signal officer must be able, on tbe basis of the
situation and terrain, to decide on the mbit practi.
cable employment of signal equipment, according to
the above-cited principles, and to propose them to
the commander.

Emergency Illumination in Night Firing

Necessary economy with illumination means, such
as pocket-lamp batteries, carbide, and oil, was es-
pecially disadvantageous in tiring at night, above all
when it was a question of rapid p~eparation for
barrage fire. Experience showed that in tbe defensive
moment the media for illuminating aiming devices
slowed down fire preparation considerably, if indeed
they didn’t make it altogether uncertain. Therefore
a proposal is made here for securing with tbe means
at hand the illumination of aiming devices for firing
at night.

On each of the two aiming stakes a socket with a
2-volt bulb is fixed; for distinction in aiming, one is
red and one is blue. A circuit is laid with light cable,

~-----~:-cu::
COMMAND POST

SKETCH 3.

LEGEND :

* AWING STAKE
~ GUN 1“ F,R,NG PO,,T,ON

----wiRts

by which the four night-illumination contrivances
of the panoramic sight and the two bulbs on the aim-
ing stakes are connected with a scuree of current
(sketch 3). Available as sources of current are an
accumulator of the radio apparatus or tent-illumina-
tion apparatus or even a spare automobile battery
which can be charged again with the help of thq
charging outfit of the headquarters battery.

By installation of a switch in tbe command post,
the battery officer can at once set the night illumina-
tion in operation.

By this simple process the readiness of the battery
is always assured, even at night. With corresponding-
ly economical use of illumination tbe .ao:rce of cur-
rent will last long and spare other means of illumina-
tion.

Employment of Armored Trains
[Translated at the Command and Generaf Staff School,
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, from a Russian articlh by
Captain V. Morozov, Soviet Al:my, in Km.rnaw
z.exia 7 July 194s.]

TACTICti quaiities of armored trains appear most
fully when they solve combat problems by the
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method of sudden tire. This problem is more sue-
cessfuI1y solved at night, in stormy weather, or in
rain when the enemy cannot discover the approach
of the armored train by its smoke and open aimed
tire on it.

The more sudden and fierce the blow of the ar-
mored train, the greater its effect,. One of our
armored trains in a battle for an inhabited place
succeeded in moving almost to the rear of the enemy
at a distance ctf effective machine-gun tire. Its fire
on previously reconnoitered targets was so strong
that }n a short ti e these targets were all silenced.

?Tbe Germans rec vemd only when our infantry
units had alreadi succeeded in penetrating to the
cente~ of the populated place.

Armored-train fire may be successfully realized
in da} time akso if the enemy is not able to bring up
artillery to the forward line of his defense for point-
blank fire. A characteristic episode occurred in the
attack on a town. The Germans were holding its
central part, situated acrose a river in a region in-
accessible for tanke. Bridges were blovm up and
were covered by strong fire from machine guns,
mortars, and artillery in hidden positions. Enemy
machine-gun and mortar positions in the buildings
did not permit our infantcy to capture the large
open space contiguous to the river. Bringing up
guns for point-blank fire al~o was unsuccessful be-
cause the enemy had a xood view of the area. But
the oroblem w,as quickly solved by committing an
armored train. While the Germans tired on it, ;he
train was able, hy shunting on tbe yard tracks, to
silence thirteen hostile tiring points, thus clearing
the way for movement by our infantry. The enemy,
caught unawares, kept on firing: but the armored
train had already accomplished its task and had
withdrawn to the rear.

Naturally the success of armored train actions
depends on skilful direction and rapidity of ma-
neuver! The armored train of Captain Ibragimov,
returning from an action, was attacked by a group
of German bombers. One bomb destroyed the track
in front and damaged the control platform. This
occurred not far from the forward edge of hostile
defense. The Germans, encouraged by the success-
ful fall of the bomb, began a counterattack. At this
critical momedt Captain Ibragimov correctly esti-
mated tbe situation. It appeared that the only escape
from the situation was to stand near the destroyed
section of the line, conduct fire from the spot, and
at the same time repair the damaged track. But then
the enemy might blow up the armored train with
comiined land and air blows. Captain Ibragimov
made a different decision. He sent out a small party
for tbe repair df the track, and himself moved the
armored train at full speed toward the enemy. With
artillery and machine-gun fire the German counter-
attack was beaten off.

Of course, when the enemy is not prepared for

W

encounter with an armored train and the en:ire
track is unmined, conditions for armored-train at
tack are favorable. But with present day defeose,
which involves a multitude of fire elements and ob.
stactes, such conditions are not often present. I {OW
then are armored-train attacks to be executed if
the situation does not favor their actions ?

On one sector of the front where the enemy had
a strtmgly fortified defense, we had several armured
trains. The Germans were holding the railroad sta.
tion and the large inhabited place adjacent to it.
The track was destroyed for a distance of three
ami a half kilometers in front of the forward edge,
and it was not being repaired.

During calm weather enemy observecs discovered
our armored trains by their smoke at fifteen to
twenty kilometers. The height of the bilks, was in.
sutliment to conceal the flash of artillery fire, and
when the armored trains opened fire from concealed
positions, the Germans registered them by the
flashes. Behind the firing positions of the armored
trains and, leading in the direction of the enemy,
there was P section of gnod tcack running along the
front line, It was well observed by the Germans,
and they were registered on it. Still nearer to tbe
enemy the railroad track turned directly toward the
hostile positions and here it was greatly damaged.
Nonetheless, the Germans kept a few guns on the
forward edge in case of need.

It seemed impossible to attain surprise. Never-
theless, early in the morning on the day of attack,
an armored train appeared under the very nose of
tbe enemy. With artillery fife from a distance of
about one kilometer it destro~ed several important
enemy gun and firing positions. Before the Germans
could recover, the armored train disappeared. By
this bold maneuver the train considerably facilitated
the infantry’s capture of hostile positions. The gun-
ners and tbe machine gunners knew well the tat gets
in their sector of fire, which permitted the achieve-
ment of a high degree of accuracy of fire an, I its
rapid concentration on the most dangerous tal ,:ets.
Success of the armored-train attack was assure[; also
by the fact that before the attack, in the tour J of
several dark nights, a large party of railway t, lops
secretly repaired tbe track for a distance of me
kilometers, running it almost up to the hostil de-
fense.

As is evident from the preceding exampk ac-
tions of the armored train should be preced, ‘ by
skilful reconnaissance of targets, as well as” by ,Iost
painstaking preparation for the attack. Fire 1 the
armored train must be directed frnm the begil ling
at the nearest artillery targets. This alone per-
mitted tbe armored train to depart unharmed bh Iind
the nearest hill after fmisbing the shelling o. the
enemy position.

Usually it is not advisable to make several con-
secutive armored-train attacks on one and the . ame
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1 dsect{ : of the terrain. The ene Y, adjusting his fire,
easil knOcks Out the train. But in combat practice

! ther are cases when a group of armored trains
i exem ted attacks for a long while, putting out of
‘ actir,i~ one German firing position after another in

the \ ery same sector. Safety of action of the ar-
mored train was secured in these cases through or.
ganization Of points for continuous observation near
the forward edge of hostile defense and through the
maintenance of close contact with infantry recOn-
naismnce, ahVWs noting tbe least changes in tbe
German defense system.

Guns prepared by the Germans especially for
fighting armored trains were annihilated suddenly
by the concentrated fire of our artillery either be-
fore or during the armored-train attack. For this
purpose point-blank tire of individual regimental and
divisional guns is widely employed. To the lot of
the srmored train usually falls ‘the crushing of
numerous enemy machine-gun and mortar nests.
True, the Germans tried to fire on the railway tracks
from hidden positions; but our batteries, especially
assigned for the purpose, awaited this moment in
order to come down with their fire cm the hostile
artilbry.

These and other examples of successful action of
armored trains in varied tactical situations affirm
that hy skilful use in general combat they can sup.
port attacking units with sufficient effect. Success
of action by armored trains will be greater, the
more accurately their cooperation is organized with
artillrry, infantry, and aviation. Results of armored-
train attacks increase if armored-train units system-
atir:l ily conduct reconnaissance themselves and set

up t I t.ir own observation posts in the terrain, main-
tain 1,g communication with those of the artillery.

)
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Tm.nsla.ted at the Command and General Staff School,
‘ml Lemremvorth, Kansas, from an article in Kras-
,,ya Zwsda I August le43.]

[T has always been the true ally of bold and

warriors. In conditions of the present war
& of night operations has grown especially.
e power of the defense and the abundance of
combat mat6riel now limit the success of day

On one sector of the front, fighting for a
Ily imPOrtant hill went on more than a week,

Oes tipped first in one direction, then in the
Rut when our units made sufficient prepara-

,id accomplished a bold maneuver at ‘night, the
)1 was solved. All exp?rienee of war proves
<ht favors actions of well organized troops
brave, resourceful commanders. Darkness

o achieve the element of surprise, reduces
From the enemy’s fire, and weakens h]s resis-
It is the duty of our troops to use fully the

benefits of night for inflicting rapid and powerful
blows on the enemy.

Night actions involve a number of serious diffi.
culties. The least mistake by the commander organ-
izing night combat or the least negligence by the
troops will produce disastrous consequences. The
most careful, foresighted preparation is neceseary.
Success in night combat is impossible withont exem-
plary arrangements and impeccable acc?uracy of ac-
tion on the part of all links of the army organization
down to the last.

Experience of war emphasizes that at night com-
plicated maneuvers should not be indulged in, how-
ever alluring they may appear at first glance. Our
regulations demand that the plan of night attack be
simple in design, that troops receive limited tasks,
and that routes of attack be straight and short.
Chance, accompanying to some degree all combat ac-
tions, is a most frequent guest in night operations.
Besides that, darkness naturally makes troop corn-
mand difficult during combat. This necessitates the
most minute and detailed development of the plan of
night actions. In each separate case, when deciding
on night fighting, the commander must evaluate the
situation in erery way, weigh all its elements, and
provide ahead of time for several possible variations
in the development of events.

Of course the success of night action is largely de-
termined by how reconnaissance works—how well
known is the enemy’s system of defense, his stre%gth,
and the condition of the terrain. But some of our
commanders consider only one side of this question,
conducting all the activity of reconnaissance solely
for getting information concerning the enemy. Un-
doubtedly this is one of the most important factors
of combat security, but to limit it only to this would
be incorrect and unfortunate. It is necessary to study
not less thoroughly the starting lines of attack, and
to mark routes of movement with designating signs.
In a certain unit the commanders, going out on
reconnaissance, took along guides. During recon-
naissance tbe guides carefulh~ studied approaches to
the hostile defense and set up beacons, and at night
they faultlessly led their units to indicated pl~ces.
It must be a rule that, before every night’ battle,
orienting points in tbe terrain are marked, azimuths
determined, and directions indicated by the moon and
stars. All resources, all means must be used to se-
cure rapidity of maneuver, concealment of move-
ment, and correct departure. This is a good half of
combat success at night.

It is well known that in defense the Germans make
wide use of all possible obstacles; aud at night even
the smallest obstacle can become a serious obstruc-
tion which not only lowers the tempu of tbe move-
ment, leading to excessive losses, but also reveals the
attack before it reaches the forward edge of hostile
defense. This means that it is essential to clear the
way for the attack beforehand. It is impossible, of
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course, and als~ unnecessary to aim at complete
clearing on the whole extent of the zone of attack.

For the first stage of battle it is enough to disclose

exactk where mine-fields and wire entanglements
are located and to mark them with precision. Not
only the commander but also every so!dier must be
sure to know the location of cleared passages and the
methcds of o\,ercoming the obstacles still remaining,

In night battle infantry bas the main ro!e. But
this in no way lessens the roles of other kinds of
troops. At night, as in daytime, it is necessary to
strike the enemy not with spre. id fingers bat with a
firmly clenched fist, gaining victory w’ith combined
forces of all types of \veapmlx Anything hut re~lly
exemplary cooperation is out of the q[lestion. Artil -
lery and mortars must be prcllared ahead of Lime for
barrage fire in front of the attackers as well as for
striking tbe most irnport~nt objectives. Our tanks
can also do much at night. It is necessary not to be
alarmed at the ditliculties of employing t;nks in night
combat, not to exaggerate these difficulties hut to
surmount them skilfully, carefuliy prep~ring each
tank attack, In the dark, tank personnel, like infan-
try, must not induige in complex maueuvers but must
use their vehicles for short blows, moving within the
combat formations of tbe infantry.

All this also applies in full to the actions of air-
craft. Their active support can and must play a large
role in the outcome of every night b~ttle. It happens,
however, that some general officers in planning night
actions either leave aviation out of consideration al-
together or assign to it extremely general and haa
tasks. No wonder that in sLIcb cmes our fliers ttu not
find objectives for bombing and at times do not drop
the bomb load where the situation demands. in the
course of the war there have come to light several
tried methods of designzti ng directions for aircraft
and of indicating targets and positions where friend-
ly troops are located. It is necessary to use all these
methods fully. Infantry commanders must he re-
quired ~o fultil most thoroughly all rules of cooper-
ation with aviation on the battlefield. At night, as by
day, not a single fruitless flight, not a single bomb
off the target-such results cannot be ~chieved with-
out the help of infantry commanders.

Night fighting also makes increased demands on
the soldier’s morai qualities. Solidarity of units,
self-control of soldiers and commanders, their ability
to act decisively and enterprisingly in any situation—
these are among the basic factors of success. “The
advantage in night fighting,” writes Dragomir6v, “is
that it is not apparent who is stronger, and he who
is bolder and does not fear death wins out.” When
every soldier is thoroughly conscious of this and
when masterful command of night combat is firmly
combined with courageous, decisive action by every
last soldier and commander, nothing can block the
road Losuccess.

Prepare every night battle with thorough thought
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and care and do not disregard even a single trifle.
Do not give the Germans a minute’s rest; in darkn.:ss
as in daylight, stubbornly and resolutely destroy Lhe
enemy !

German Tank Grenadiers in Action
[Translated at the Command and General SW-T Sch,,oJ
Fort Leavenmmth, Kansas, from a German article by
Ist Lieutenant Schaefer, German Army, in Die Pm.
zt=vtn,ppe June 1943. ]

ON A broad front a tank battalion goes rattling
on its way eastward under the burning sun. Close
behind follows a tank grenadier company.

In each of the grenadier company’s armored in-
fantry vehicles there ,are two men who are cease-
lessly on the watch. The antiaircraft gunner stands
at the rear machine gun with the circular front
sight in place for use against aircraft and ammuni.
tion ready at hand. Red fliers may come from any
direction, and it is his task to tire quickly and cause
the planes to turn aside without using bombs or
weapons on the column of vehicles. Up in front, be.
side the other machine gun, stands the group com-

mander. Now and then he raises his field glasses to
his eyes and searches the terrain. He is respons Me
for giving his group the first view of the enemy. ~e:
side him the glistening snake-like form of the c rt-
ridge belt passes into the machine gun. Ammuni. [on
is arranged on a 1:3 ratio today: i.e., every third me
is a tracer bullet. For a long time now, old gnm .>I’s
have not made use of sights in fighting from a ve-
hicle. They guide their fire to the target by me.ms
of tracer ammunition.

The task today is to make an energetic dive

through the partially surrounded enemy, cut his
forces into several parts, and then annihilate these
parts separately.

The gaze of tbe company commander sweeps
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PTOU!IIYover his company. His platoons are follow-

ing b]m in a formation of great width and depth. In-

tervlls between tanks amount to at least fifty meters.

Racho apparatus is set for reception, for we are not

yet permitted to send messages as we do not wish to

drav the enemy’s attention.

Through the glistening haze a village shows up

ahwd of the leading tanks. According to the map, it
should be Krutoyarka. Suddenly we are fired on
from the edge of the village. We have brought the
enemy to bay. our tank cannon and the enemy’s
antitank cannon roar loudly, and in between them is
hear[l the slow rattle of the Russian machine guns
and the rapid rattle of the German. There is no need
for a combat order by the company commander of
the tank grenadiers. The combat situation is per-
fectly clear. The men look cautiously over the edges
of the armored cars. They know what to do. Tank
grenadiers do not have to be given many orders.
They catch sight of the enemy and go after him as
the situation requires, either in the armored cars or
after rapidly dismounting.

The leading tanks break into Krutoya,rka-.and at
once come out again. There must be something
t! rml~ ! Immediately there is a radio order for the
con]mander of the tank grenadier company: “Kruto -
Yarka occupied by the enemy. Clean out the town !“

Al a rapid pace the armOred troop vehicles push
ahead towards the edge of the village through the
tanh formation, which is giving the enemv ever\r-
thil)u of which its guns are capable. OIW of our ve.
hicl, . gets a direct hit in its tracks by an antitank

shell, snd the crew immediately leaps out and puts
the I,,nking antitank cannon out of commission with
the~ nlachine gun while the driver and his helper
chsl, w the damaged track under the enemy’s fire.
IfoT i he tank grenadiers are at the edge of the vil-
lap, i,, a flash they are out of their vehicles, into the

Bo! ,vik trenches, and onto the necks of their occu-
pa) —and the edge of the village is in our hands !
Th ‘npty vehicles dash around to the side of the
vi} and the assistant drivers open fire on the ene-
my :Iank With the vehicles’ cannon and machine
gu The roofs are quickly set on tire’ and acrid
sm descends between friend and enemy, shutting
off view. Three tanks dash forward on the village
Stl’ the fight has begun in the village. With hand
m! ‘es, pistols, and bayonets, tank grenadiers
brl :he Reds out of their holes and bunkers. The
sm, is a great friend to us; the Bolsheviks cannot
rec. lze how small our numbers are. Fortunately,
on ,;unt of the smoke, the Bolsheviks are not able
tO ie full use of their numerous machine guns;
am I fighting is decided at close range. Unified
con md of the company ~is scarcely possible any
IonT . Under officers and noncommissioned officers
sin:. imsault detachments have been formed which
da.). Iorward from house corner to house corner,
fron 1,unker to trench, mopping up neat after nest

of tbe enemy. The company commander discovers a
Russian 3.7-cm automatic antiaircraft canhon ready
for action and climbs into the seat. His two mes-
sengers attach the magazines and although the com-
mander has never fired such a gun before it blazes
away bravely when he presses the trigger, planting
its explosive shells in the midst of the Reds.

When half of the village is in the hands of the tank
grenadiers, resistance grows weak. It is high time,
too, for our hand grenades and pistol ammunition are
at an end. Part of the tank grenadiera have already
seized Bolshevik machine pistols and Nagarit re-
volvers and have gone on fighting with them.

The fight for the village, which was almost ‘one and
a half kilometers long, lasted two hours. Then it was
mopped up. When the tank grenadiers arrived at the
other end of the village and were finally able to
breathe fresh air again, the tanks, which during the
fight had gone around the village, continued on their
way to the east. The armored personnel carriers
moved i,n behind: and the tank grenadiers mounted
them, following tbe tanks to a new engagement.

The Light Antitank GuiI
[Digest of an article.,by Lieutenant R. D. Boyd in A$z
Cosa!, t&r ( Ei, e) July le43.]

JUST as the tank appeared as a counter-check to
the machine gun, so in turn a variety of weapons
have been developed to counter the tank. Of these,
one of the chief is the light antitank gun with a cali-
ber of from 37-mm to 57-mm.

This gun, with its flat trajectory and wide tra-
verse, is able to switch and adjust its fire quickly
when engaging a moving target. Its eJTective range
rarely exceeds 1,200 yards. Its power t? penetrate
armor naturally increases with shortel: ranges, and
in combat fire is withheld until the last possible mo-
ment. Fire is seldom opened at ranges greater than
S00 yards; thus the telescopic sight of the German
37-mm gun is graduated from 300 to 900 meters.
that is, from 327 to 981 yards. The shell penetrates
two to three inches of armor at ranges from 500 to
1,000 yards, according to caliber. Penetration is
affected by the angle of impact, and varies in direct
ratio to it. The angle of impact varies according to
the part of the tank which is struck and according
to the nature of the terrain. The reader will appre-
ciate that a 45° angle of impact on the level may be-
come a 75° angle for a tank going downhill. The sur-
faces of a tank crossing rough ground present con-
stantly varying angles of impact to the defender’s
fire. Failure to knock out a tank with the first hit,
therefore, does not necessarily mean that the tank
is proof against the defender’s fire. Guns sited in
flanking positions have the advantage of a line of
fire against the lightly armored sides of hostile tanks,
as against their heavy frontal armor. They have
also .a good chance of effecting surprise, as tank
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crews have very restricted obser\ration to the flanks.
Guns sited on reverse slopes may fire with good
effect against the vulnerable under-bellies of tanks
appearing on the crest.

Although the armor-piercing shell is the standard
ammunition, a proportion of high explosi\,e ammuni-
tion is usually carried,

The rate of tire of the gun varies, in general.
from 15 to 25 aimed rounds per rninut?.

The run has a low silhouette. Presenting a small
target, it is inconspicuous and easy to camouflage. A
light shield gives the crew some protection against
small-arms tire. It is ttIOL1nted on a carriage with
two pneumatic tired wheels and a split trail. When
on the march, the trails are closed and linked to the
rear of a truck in which the crew and ammunition
are carried.

Antitank gunh now appear iu nearly every type of
formation. The standard antitank gun of the Ger-
man Army was of 3i-mm caliber until the spring of
1941, when a 50-mm gun was introduced; it may be
assumed that this gun is replacing the 37-mm. The
German Army also uses the 47-mm Skoda. In the
German armored division these guns are found in
the antitank battalion, which has 36 of them, and
again in the reconnaissance unit of the division, and
in the battalions of its Iorried infantry regiment. In
the German infantry division there is an antitank
battalion with 36 guns, and in each of the division’s
three infantry regiments there is an antitank com-
pany with 12 guns. These guns are found also in
the reconnaissance squadron of the division.

Here we shall deal with the antitank gun as used
in close cooperation with infantry. For this reasou
we shall confine our attention to the antitank com-
pany of the infantry regiment. The company is
completely motorized. Before the present war the
German sntitank company’ was organized as fol-
lows :

,Vachme.
R>fl, m,,,

(.,”,,,,).,, ,?s Cow nan{es
lst Bn . . . . . . . . . . .. N.o. 1, ?Jo. 2, No. ~ . . . . . . . . .. No. ;
2d Bn .- . . . . . . . . ..ho. 5, FJo. 6, .No. t -.-.-.-.--No.
3d Bn -------.-.--No. 9, No. 10, ?3.. 11 . . No. 12
No. 13 (infantry howitzer) company with 6 I$mm hotwtzers
and 2 150-mm howitzers NO. 14 (antnank) company

A Company, consisting of
A Headquarters troop and
Four Platoons, each platoon having three guns.

This organization is reported to have been used in
France in 1940. (ln the other hand, a company of
three platoons, each platoon with four guns, was re-
ported in the Polish campaign of 1939. An account
of German infantry organization which appeared iu
July 1942 gives the organization as:

A Company consisting of
A Signals Platoon, and

“The antitank cwnpany is the 14th company of the
German infantry regiment. The companies of the regi
ment are numbered consecutively as follows:
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Three Antitank Platoons, each platoon ha~ ng
four guns. We may therefore take the present or.
ganization of the company as being on a three- ,da-
toon basis.

The individual training of the German antil mk
gunner includes the use of the hand-grenade, pi .tol,
rifle, and light machine gun. The gun commar der
and No. 1 (who aims and fires) and INo. 2 (loader)
carry pistols. Nos. 3 and 4 (who carry ammunition)
have rifles. We may assume that grenades are also
carried. We do not know where or in what num-
bers the machhe gun appears in the company or-
ganization but tbe inclusion of at least one machine
gun in each platoon would seem a likely arrange.
ment. The machine gunners would have the task of
protecting the platoons against enemy infantry try-
ing to clear a path for their own tanks by knocking
out the gun crews. They would also give some de.
fense against low level attack by aviation.

The pre-war organization of the company pro-
vided each gnn crew with two armored trucks. One
truck carried crew and ammunition, and towed the
gun; the other truck carried ammunition and towed
an ammunition trailer. If this establishment still
holds, it would give the sub-units of the German
company considerable freedom of action. Being less
dependent on supplies from the higher unit, they ‘
would be better able to carry on tbe fight if cut off
from adjacent and suppofilng troops. This is im-
portant in combat against tanks, in which attacks
may develop from several directions in a matter of
minutes.

The tactical employment of the antitank gun is
such a large subject that we have space hereto refer
only briefly to a few general principles.

We have seen that each gun ie truck towed. The
truck does not tow the gun into the firing pomtion,
as its hulk would reveal the position to enemy ob-
servation. Instead, the gun is unlimbered under
cover and ie manhandled into position by the c1ew.
The unlimbering position must be as close as Pos-
sible to the fire position, as the manhandled gun has
very low, cross-country mobility.

On account of its flat trajectory and relatl ely
short range, the gun must fire from an open : osi-
tion. .Most light antitank guns have both telesi pic
and open sights for direct fire, which is tbe on] ef-
fective fire against tanks. At present there ~ a
general tendency towards an increased use of d, .ect
position by field artillery. Ones fire has been OPCted,
the gun is exposed to enemy observation and ire.
For this reason the gun, when in action, cannot taY

long in one position. The crew must be prepar, I to
move it quickly, again by a covered approacl tO
alternative fire positions selected and preparec be-
forehand.

In antitank work guns are generally sited in p. irs,
for mutual support, so that each gun in turn css
cover the movements of the other. Guns may fire
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singl: in operations which do not involve antitank ~ Our second example of a German approach march
defell..e, such aS in attacks on positions or emplace- “
ment. or in street fighting,

From the tactics of the individual gun we piss to

the t:lctics Of the company and its platoon. With a

three. platoon company, the German regimental com-

mandrr is able to attach a platoon to each of his

three infantry battalions. As the battalion includes

three rifle companies, it is possible to carry the dis-
tribution of guns still further by attachhg one gun
to each company.

Normally, however, guns would not be attached
to umts lower than a battalion, except to a company
with a specific antitank mission or acting as an ad-
vance guard, in which case a platoon would prob-
ably be attached.

It has to be remembered that the German in.
fantry regiment may be reinforced by an additional
antitank company from the divisional antitank bat-

talion, which consists of a signals platoon, three anti-

tsnk companies and an antiaircraft company.

In the approach march the disposition of the com-

pany is governed by the terrain and the disposition

of the other units of the regiment. The ground is

reconnoitered and areas which offer approaches to

hostile tanks are noted. Sites suitable as gun posi-
tions are sought. The bulk of the company will be
concentrated in any direction which seems especially
vulnerable to attack. No skmdard disposition of the
company can be laid down. As regards German
pract]~ e we are able to cite two actual cases. In the
Polish campaign the 12th Infantry Regiment made
an approach march in the following order:

RIGIIT( MAIN) COLUMN:

fl,,i’sed Reconnaissance Unit.

1,, I:+ntry detachment.

1

LEI

1
I
1

~ 1 (Rifle) Company.
ght howitzer Platoou (2 75-mm howitzers).
: ,ft~ta)clf pl*f~~v.
Battalion (less No. 1 [Rifle] Company).
.avy howitzer Platoon (2 150-mm howitzers).
‘ield Artillery Battalion, attached from Di-
ision (less 1 battery).
r<tftatik Platoon.

5 (Rifle) Company.
.imental Staff and regimental Signals Pla-
jon.
6 (Rifle) Company.
8 (machine gun) Company.
13 ( Infantry HOwitzer) Company (less 2

ght and 1 heavy Platoons).

I $ (Antitank) Company HQ.
7 (Rifle) Company,

Battalion (less No. 7 [Rifle] Company).

“OLUMN :
lattalion.
ight howitzer Platoon (2 75-mm howitzers).
I,fitank Platoon.

‘~eld Artillery Battery.

concerns the 28th Infantry Regiment, and here we
have information only of the battalions and the
antitank company, which consisted of four platoons.
During the campaign in Belgium in 1940 this regi.
ment made a march in tbe following order:

RIGHT (MAIN) COLUMN:

2d Battalion.
.

1 Antitank Platoon.
Regimental H.Q.
2 Antitank Platoorw.
3d Battalion.
1 Antitank Platoon.’

l,EFT CoLuM N:

1st Battalion.

In the attack, the disposition of the company is
~eterrnined by the terrain, the enemy situation, and
the regimental commander’s plan.

The platoons ‘may be attached to the battalions
when the attack is to be made on a wide front, or
when the terrain is of a generally uniform charac-
ter, so that no one sector of the front offers better
obstacles or better approaches to tanks as compared
with other sectors. The platoons may also be dis-
tributed among the battalions when the terrain or
the weather restricts visibility to short ranges.
But these are special cases. In general it is thought
best to concentrate the platoons as much as pos-
sible. .

In the attack the company is given supporting and
protective missions. One or more of its platoons give
close support to the assault echelon, moving forward
with it as it advances. Here their action will not
always be limited to antitank fire. Using either
armor piercing or high explosive ammunition, the
guns are able to attack pill boxes, machine-gun po-
sitions, transport, and personnel. The remainder of
the company usually stays in rear with the regi-
mental reserve, protecting it from flank attack and
enabling the company to develop tire in depth should
enemy tanks break through the assault echelon.
When the enemy’s defenses have been broken, the
company is held in readiness against possible
counterattacks. When the enemy is in retreat, anti-
tank guns will often be attached to pursuit forces.

We now turn to the company in the defense. With
tanks, an attacking force has great power of ma-
neuver. In a few minutes it may be able to de-
velop concentric attacks from several directions.
The tank attack is rarely limited to a frontal on-
slaught.

Hence, in antitank defense, the ground to be de-

fended is organized as an area against which tanks
may advance from any direction. The older defense
systems were based on a frontal “main line of re-
sistance,” organized to meet attack from only one
general direction. Linear defense went out in 1917
with the advent of infiltration tactica. Mobile armor
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rendered the ~urely frontal defense obsolete, and it
is now found only in special cases, as for example,
where a river can he used as an antitank barrier.

When possible, the guns are placed in positions
where the terrain is difficult for tanks, but from
which there are good fields of fire on likely tank

approaches. The platoons should work in close mLI.
tual support with adjacent infantry units, the pla-
toons giving antitank protection to the regiment as
a whole. while the other units of the regiment in
turn defend the platoons against enemy infant] y
and aviation, The guns are thu~ coordinated with
other infantry weapons to form a closely woven
pattern of defensive tire. Tank mobility necessitates
the defense being provided with a careftd]y or-
ganized system of observation posts and ivarning
signals.

In general it is thought best to keep the platoons
within as small an area as possible. Toachieve this,
certain approaclleb ma}- have to be defended by ob-
stach?s, demolitions, and mines, and covered by in.
fantry tire. A policy of dispersing guns to cover
every conceivable avenue of tank approach results
in the defense being nowhere really strong. If on
the other hand the guns are disposed fairly cen-
trally and in depth, tire can be quickly concentrated
in any direction from which tanks thyeaten to break
through. A Russian officer writes: “The antitank
defense center and the antitank area become the
basis of antitank defense. ”

Fire in depth is essential. Tanks usuarly attack
in mass on a narrow front. A single platoon may
knock out several tanks but it cannot hope to stop
an assault by large numbers of tanks advancing at
anything from 15 to 35 miles per hour. Tbe platoon
position will be overrun, but if the tanks have still
to face further pratoons which have been disposed
in depth, then the defenders may still break the
attack.

Mobile Obstacle-Building Reserves
[Tmmlatml at the Command and (%mewdStatf School,
Fort Leav.mwmth, Kansas, from a Rusman article by
Lieutenant Cokmel F. Lv.v, Soviet Amny, in ITmzs.
mwa Zwzda 4 June 194s.]

ENGrNEER OBSTACLES,especially tiUeS, are widely
used in all types of combat. If in former wars it was
enough t~ have one kind of obstacle arranged in a
straight line, now, when varied mat&-iel and es-
pecially tanks are involved in battle in great quan-
tities, obstacles laid on a straight line are easily
overcome and cannot serve as dependable protection
for the troops against hostile attack. In order always
to have antitank defense, and in attack to consolidate
a position quickly and cover the flanks of the at-
tacking unit, it is necessary to prepare engineer ob-
stacles in good time and in great depth. It is neces-
sary to note that obstacles are most effeetive in those
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cases where their system is integrated with the fire
system of antitank artillery and antitank rifk men
and is covered by the fire of infantry units.

Contemporary combat is a battle of movement, for
tank and motorized units can move with great spwd
over considerable distances. This means that it is im.
pmsihle to rely solely on a previously erected SyS.

tern of obstacles. Obstacles must be maneuverable,
and it is necessary to be able to erect them quickry in

‘k

places of probab e hostile attack or counterattack
This is accomplis ed by the constant presence of a
mobile engineer obstacle-building reserve. The prac.
tice of using mobile engineer obstacle-building re.
serves has proved its worth in fighting at the ap.
preaches to Leningrad, Stalingrad, and on othsr
sectors of the f rorit. Whenever these obstacles (mine
fields) were installed in sufficient density, the enemy
suffered great losses.

Basically, this mobile obstacle-building reserve is
a group of sappers familiar with mines and explo-
sives, and suppried with this type of equipment and
also with automotive transport. They must be able
to set up the obstacles quickly. The composition of
such reserve groups is varied, beginning with sapper
squads and ending with engineer units. A combined
force of all arms, as a rule, will have attached to it
one or several platoons detailed from large enginser
units. Sometimes, according to the situation, it is
necessary to hawj tommy ghnners and other units
accompany the sappers for reinforcement and pro-
tection.

In 1942 a considerable force of the enemy SUG
ceeded in breaking through two antitank positions
of a certain sector, forcing our units to retreat sOme-
what. The situation demanded tbe quick erection of
mine obstacles in the narrow zone of the enemy
breakthrough in order to brock his ad\7ance, to give
time for our reserves to move up to the place of
breakthrough, and to deploy for the counterattack.
Engineer units of the obstacle-building reserve ac-
complished this task.

The commander of engineer troops of a certain
force of combined arms assigned to each unit , !t’the
mobile obstacle-building reserves a zone four Io six
kilometers wide along the front, and ordered the
bridges and roads to be mined, leaving passagi ~ for
friendly troops, while also reinforcing severs’ nab
ural obstacles with mines.

The commander of tbe engineer unit, havi[ g re-
ceived the order, assigned missions to his ,ower
units. He informed the men as to the. situ ,tion,
pointed out to each lower unit the immediate bjec.
tive and the next one, and, for the eventual, :Y of
withdrawal, he indicated the general distribut.,m Of
obstacles. It was also indicated where and ho ,: the
mines were to be obtained and when the first lines Of
obstacles had to be ready. For communication with
the commander of the force of combined arm.? the
engineer unit commander sent a staff officer, while
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he hi~lself proceeded to the first objective with one
of the lower units.

The work of the engineers was organized in relays

from j ile advanced units to the defensive rear.

Thu task of each unit was to mine the bridges and
possible detours and to lay minefield in those di-
rections whence enemy tanks might appear. The
commander of the engineer unit, being present on
the line where the work was to start, assigned the
tasks b’ platoons. and the latter proceeded to their
sectors where the platoon commander detailed groups
of sappers to their respective objectives, and the
work began. The first line was reinforced with mine
and explosive obstacles three hours after the order
was received, tbe second line after four hours, the
third after six hours. These three lines formed a zone
of obstacles 8 to 10 kilometers in depth. Reconnais.
sance was carried on simultaneously with the work.

What were the results of this work when the
enemy launched an attack in this place? On the first
line (a stream), at a small bridge destroyed by a
group of sappers, tbe leading hostile tank was blown
up by a mine. Three other tanks, fired on by our ar-
tillery, turned back. The enemy did not appear here
again during the day, while on the following day be
was thrown back by our counterattack and his of.
fensive was finally stopped. All the obstacle-building
elements were at once shifted to the outer edge of
our defense. It must be noted that the units of the
engiawr obstacle-building reserve accomplishing
this defensive work were completely equipped with
automotive transport for the movement of personnel
and ml oes in the proportion of ten mines to one sap-
per. They were supplied with obstacle equipment
from the army depot, moving it by means of their
own tr,
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nest important part of the work of mobile
building detachments is to determine
‘ the probable direetion vf an enemy attack
erattack in order to direct the mobile ob-
[ilding reserve to the proper place. Lines
iich obstacles may have to be laid are marked
d of time, small streams and irregularities
rrain being designated for tbe purpose. The
i obstacles is made quickly available by con-
Ig them in various field depots. The succes-

. of defense which may come under enemy
re constantly reconnoitered in order that
: be quickly reinforced by Gbstacles when

Communications are constantly main-
]th the commanding officer of all forces in
in order to be prepared for any movements
anthipated. The obstacle-building reserves
located along the principal routes so that
be shifted quickly to the points where they

.~d. They should be in a position to accomp-
assigned mission in as little time as pos-

: to two hours should be enough for a lower-
rve, two to four hours for an army reserve.

Lower unit mobile obstacle-building groups, as a
rule, must operate within the general antitank re-
serve. However, the possibility is not excluded of
using these groups independently for blowing up
bridges, mining stream fords, etc., in those cases
when tbe retreating rearguard doee not have the ‘
means for performing this work. The obstacle-build-
ing reeerve often may be required for mining various
roads leading to a strongpoint, to command posts,
and to certain firing points and positions.

.

Tanks In Attack
[Translatedat the Command ami General Staff School,
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, from a Russian article in
KVSSWU. Zwmia 13 August 1943.]

SCCC’?SS of attack is assured primarily through
close cooperation by all types of troops. Working
hand in hand, each of tke arms a??d services must be
used according to the demands of the developing situ-
ation. At the present stage, especially in the Kharkov
sector, activities of tank units play an importafit role.
Skilful use of tank and mechanized units, movpg in
the advance guard of ground troops and inflecting
deep blows on the enemy, now assumes decisive im-
portance.

Tank units have great striking power and mobil-
ity. They c~n operate at some distmce from” Lhe main
mass of infantry and artillery engaged in attack
along the front line. In some cases it is difficult to
avoid space between the tanks and the main body of
forces, but tmk units used for development of a
breakthrough must not be permitted to lose operative
contact with the main mass of attac!<ing troop& More
than that, under present conditions tbe interval be-
tween them must not be allowed to continue for a
prolonged time when tank units find themselves
forced to engage in individual combat. However
strong the mobile tank and mechanized units, they
themselves are not able to execute all tasks of an at-
tack operation. By decisive action, tanks cm create
favorable conditions for destruction of the enemy;
but this destruction is attained by the combined ef-
forts of all types of troops and all means of attack
concentrated in tbe decisive direction. Troo,ps must
unw~veringly move behind tank units, increasing
their impact and consolidzking their success.

All this permits tsnks to make full use of their
mobility for delivering fast, deep blows against the
enemy. Whatever sort of break there may he in
operative contact between tank units and other
troops, lack of coordination in their actions is in-
escapably expressed in slowing down the tempo of
general attack. Tank wedges striking into the enemy
disposition have crushing force only when they are
backed up by infantry-artillery masses. This does
not mean,, of course, that tank units must”stall around
waiting for the infantry to come W. Tank blows
must be energetic but also in consonance with the
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movement of the other engaged forces. Tank units
cannot turn back to take up broken contact with
other troops. This contact is maintained only by in-
cessant, energetic advance of infantry and artillery
behind the tanks. Equal advance with tank units
~enetrating the disposition of the enemy—that is the
iron law of attack, the law of victory.

Tank and mechanized units fighting in rear of hos-
tile positions are in need of air snpport. For this
purpose, meane must not be spared. Massed tank and
air forces in decisive directions—that is another
fundamental principle of attack. Without mastwy
in the air over the battlefield, it is difficult to win
tank mastery on the ground. This means that tank
operation must be combined with powerful air attack
estimated to cover the full depth of enemy positions.

What is demanded of aviation engaged in support
of tanks developing the success of an attack? First
of all, well coordinated blows on obstacles encoun-
tered in the path of the tanks. In some cases there
will be previously prepared strongpoints; in others,
antitmk reservee brought up by the enemy against
aur tanks, Both strongpoints and enemy reserves
must be subjected to powerful action from the air
and then attacked by the tanks, or by-passed by them
if thie is expedient. Everywhere where tanks need
air support it must appear at once and inflict precise
blows on indicated targets. This demands flawlessly
organized communications between tanks and air
units and their commands. The order calling out avi-
ation, directing it, and designating the position of
tanks in the terrain, all this to the least detail must
be worked out in advance and known both to fliers
and tank personnel. Besides that, experienced air
officers must accompany commanders of tank unite
to maintain radio communications with their units
and to direct the planes while the latter are in flight.

Actions of tank and mechanized units must be dis-

tinguished by high maneuverability, speed, and bold.
ness combined with precise calculation. Without spe-
cial need prolonged battles must not be engagt d in
on fortified enemy lines. The basic method of ,oper.
ation of mobile troops is outflanking and flank blows,
to which the enemy is more sensitive than to fr~mtal
blows.

The tight for lines of communications in every
large battle takes on great significance. Boldly ma.
neuvering tank units must seize railroads and high.
ways, cutting off enemy routes of retreat. In fighting
for populated places which cannot be seized at first
blow, tank nnits are used primarily for surrounding
and blocking off hostile garrisons, thus preparing for
their final liquidation.

,Moving forward, tank and mechanized units must
always be ready to encounter large forces of hostile
tanks. Well-organized ground and air reconnaissance
excludes surprise in such meetings and gives the op-
portunity to take up battle under favorable condi-
tions. It is essential to oppose enemy tanks with all
the tire power of organic and attached artillery, to
call out strong groups of bombers, and with their
support to execute further maneuver. Elements of
units of all arms must promptly hasten to the place
where tanks are engaged and simultaneously with
the tanks inflict their blows on the hostile concern
tration, thus insuring continupd action of tbe tanks

Tank and mechanized units are powerful elements

for developing a breakthrough. They permit execu-
tion of the attack at high tempo, striving to crush
hostile defense in great depth. It is important only
that their maneuver be strictly coordinated with the
activities of other types of troops, and that coopera-
tion between them be faultless in the course of the
whole operation. This is the most important condi-

tion of the success of the attack.
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